
opy December 23 $6.00 a Year 
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Be a Radio Booster! Tell Another the Joys of Radio! 
Make a New Radio Fan This Week! 

(C. Kadel & Fíerberti 

David Orgain, thirteen years old, and the prize regenerative set 6e built at little cost (3w Ind& for Dotage) 
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NewThis Is a Radio Christmas kieNtA 

THE DE LUXE U. S. NAVY TYPE 
RADIO RECEIVER 

Is The Rolls-Royce of Radio 

Gives Exact Tunin g to Any Distance 

KNOW THE REAL JOY OF RADIO 

This De Luxe U. S. Navy Type Radio Receiver must not be 

confused with instruments selling for from $200 to $300. Highly 

selective. Will pick up messages, music, lectures, etc., that lower - 

priced instruments will not hear. 

For Immediate $595 List 
Christmas Delivery Price 

Write for special club or trade discounts 

CHARLES R. ABLETT CO. 
199 Fulton St., NEW YORK CITY 

Detail Description 

THIS receiver ik 
equipped with binding 
posts which are nor- 

mally short circuited for 
300 to 6800 meters by which 
wave lengths up to 23,000 
meters may be received by 
the attachment of loading 
coils. Capacities of proper 
loading coils for above are: 
Primary 50; Secondary 50; 
Tickler 30 millihenries. 
While the receiver is pro- 
vided with a "standby or 
untuned circuit, it also has 
an unusual degree of selec- 
tivity. Although primarily 
designed for the more ad- 
vanced fields of Radio 
work, or the laboratory, 
the simplicity of arrange- 
ment and beauty of finish 
make it unusually desirable 
for the radio club or for 
the individual who desires 
the finest equipment ob- 
tainable for his home or 
office. In the receiver, 
Bakelite tubes, threaded, 
provide the forms on which 
inductance coils of high 
frequency cable are basic - 
wound. After assembling 
the coils are impregnated 
with an insulating com- 
pound, in vacuu 'and 
thoroughly baked. ;The in- 
ductance switch colitrois a 
mechanism whereby the 
different sections may be 
connected, completely dis- 
connected and .opened, or 
completely disconnected 
and individually short cir- 
cuited. This arrangement 
is important for, by it, each 
coil has a natural period 
when connected which is 
less than the shortest wave 
length in the receiver's 
range. The reception of 
parasitic signals is over- 
come, the absorption of de- 
sired signals by the coils 
is minimized, more energy 
is forced to the detector 
and on all wave lengths 
the interference is reduced. 

l 
KAMA Will be shipped same day order is received 
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To Catch Every Whisper in Congress 

(C. World Wide Photo,) 
Sound -proof room in basement of the Capitol, washlesten, D. C, in which is located the most remarkable epesch-aaepllMr in the world. The 

room is free from all outside nolise-bat no syllable of the legislative speakers can possibly escape It. 

THE public-address amplifier -con- 
trol -room in the United States 
Capitol, Washington, D. C. A 

startling title! It is in this room that 
all the speeches in the various com- 
mittee rooms and clerks' offices are 
amplified and are carried over wires 
to any part of the capitol and through 
outside lines to any part of the country 
-perhaps, all over the world ! On the 
right-hand side of the room are' the 
power -speech amplifying tubes and 
controls, with the loud -speaker above, 
en that the man in charve of the 

apparatus may tell if the spoken words 
are going out without interference. 
This is the most complete speech - 
amplifying apparatus ever installed. 
Up above, on a level with the opera- 
tor's head, are the complicated re- 
sistances used to prevent the least dis- 
tortion of speech. On the other side 
of the room are the tubes and controls 
for broadcasting through the agency of 
the radio station at Anacostia. In 
order to prevent any mistakes the cir- 
cuit over which the speech is amplified 
ran either he need to talk to nr frnm 

any of the rooms. If you will glance 
at the tubes used on the speech -ampli- 
fier you will notice that they are com- 
pletely shielded to prevent outside in- 
terference. The meters directly over 
the tubes permit the operator to tell 
at a glance the conditions along the 
entire line of wires and apparatus used. 
By use of anti -capacity switches and 
jacks he can immediately switch from 
a faulty microphone to a reserve 
microphone without as much as loosing 
a single syllable of "Man of the 
Pernnl_" whn is china the talking. 
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How Radio Advanced 
IMPORTANT progress was made during 1922 in 

the design and manufacture of radiotelephone and 
radiotelegraph apparatus both for commercial and 

amateur purposes. The sale of amateur equipment 
made a spectacular increase, due to the sudden aroused 
interest of the public in the new application of radio to 
broadcasting. 

The line of standardized component parts which had 
been originally designed for commercial purposes was 
later produced for the amateur. Broadcast receivers 
were built, making use of these parts and a line of sec- 
tional units, such as the tuning unit, the 3 -stage radio - 
frequency amplifier -unit and the detector -amplifier unit 
were developed. The main idea in these sets was the 
production of receivers, each of which would serve a 
definite function separately, and could also be easily 
combined. 

The general tendency in receiving tubes was toward 
reducing the power consumption in the tube filaments. 
The first attempt resulted in a detector and amplifier 
tube using one-fourth of an ampere in the filament ; su- 
perseding one previously using 1 ampere. Later, a tube 
using only 60 milliamperes for the filament was equally 
successful. 

These new tubes made it possible to use dry cells for 
the filament excitation and two new receivers were pro- 
duced. One, a portable set, contains a sensitive tuning 
system, a detector and single -stage audio -frequency am- 
plifier. The other set is similar in its electrical char- 
acteristics to the first one, except that it has two stages 
of audio -frequency amplification instead of one. 

Now Seta That Receive fns Foreign Lands 

In the line of commercial equipments, new require- 
ments were met, due in many cases to broadcasting. 
In one case, a power company sought a duplex radio 
telephone installation with which it could provide dur- 
ing times of storm against possible interruption of com- 
munication between several of its stations seventy-five 
miles apart. At the same time, signals from nearby 
broadcasting stations operating on 360 meters were not 
to interfere with operation of this station on the only 
available wave length of 400 meters. The set was to 
be operated through remote control from a desk -stand 
by the regular powerhouse switchboard operators and 
to require no attention except that usually given to 
such moving parts as motors and generators. This 
set was installed and is operating successfully. 

For the use of amateurs and for installation on small 
boats and yachts, there was produced a small radio- 
telephone transmitter having an output of 20 watts in 
the antenna. It is built so that it may be operated 
either from a motor generator set or from a kenotron 
rectifier which was designed for this equipment. It 
also may be used on a telegraph transmitter, either con- 
tinuous wave or interrupter continuous -wave. 

A new tube attachment for converting spark trans- 
mitters into vacuum -tube continuous -wave transmit- 
ter makes it possible for owners of spark sets to realize 
the advantages of continuous -wave transmission at a 
minimum cost. It has an output in the antenna of ap- 
proximately % kilowatt continuous -wave and a wave- 
length range from 200 to 2,400 meters. It utilizes the 
power equipment and high -potential transformer of the 
spark transmitter and includes necessary switching ap- 
paratus so that communication can be transferred from 
the spark set to the tube attachment. 

This equipment makes it possible not only to carry 
on communication with stations now listening in on 

A Record of Progress 
2,200 meters, but to carry on communication over much 
greater ranges with a 2 -kilowatt spark transmitter. 
During actual service tests conducted with one of these 
transmitters, a range of 1,500 miles daylight, over water, 
was realized. 

An aircraft transmitter was constructed for telegraph 
communication only with a contiuous wave output in 
the antenna of 300 watts. Provision was also made for 
interrupted continuous-wavd telegraphy. The trans- 
mitter was designed to operate from a double current 
stream line generator driven by an automatic speed 
regulating propeller. 

A number of telephone and telegraph transmitters 
were built for installation on submarines of the United 
States Navy which include many novel features of con- 
struction and operation. They are designed for trans- 
mitting either on the flat -top antenna or a loop, and 
include a break-in system whereby the operator can 
listen -in between dots and dashes of the transmitted 
message. They are available for three methods of com- 
munication and have an output of 600 meters, con- 
tinuous wave, in the antenna. The complete equip- 
ment was extremely restricted in dimensions on account 
of the service for which it was built. 

New apparatus designed and manufactured for use 
with 200 -kilowatt Alexanderson alternator equipments 
consisted of antenna -tuning inductances, remotely con- 
trolled antenna wave -change switches and remotely con- 
trolled antenna-variometers. 

One of the antenna tuning -inductances designed for 
outdoor service installed at Radio Central Station has 
a coil composed of ten vertical supports on 82 -foot 
diameter centers. These supports are of porcelain tub- 
ing, of 354 feet outside diameter and are held semi - 
rigidly by copper rings on the inside of the vertical 
tubes. Attached to each of the ten vertical supports are 
fourteen spacing blocks which are so designed as to 
provide a maximum surface -creepage -distance between 
turns. 

The conductor which is wound in grooves of the spac- 
ing blocks is of 686 strands of ten mil -diameter copper 
wire, each strand insulated with enamel. Varnished 
cambric and treated braid on the outside provide in- 
sulation and protect the conductor from the weather. 
The total inductance is 19 millihenries. 

Ten of these coils were furnished with two 200 -kilo- 
watt alternator equipments for the new radio station 
near Warsaw, Poland, which is being built by the Radio 
Corporation of America. 

Material for four coils of the same general design, 
except that six vertical supports on 65 -inch diameter 
centers are used, is being furnished for the Radio Cor- 
poration's station near Bolinas, California. 

Remotely controlled antenna wave -change switches 
are to be mounted adjacent to the tuning inductances 
described above, and will be used to change the num- 
ber of active turns in the inductances. 

Ten of these switches were furnished with the two 
alternator equipments for the Polish station. They will 
be located at various distances up to more than a mile 
from the generating station, the point from which they 
are to be controlled. 

In the operation of remote controlled antenna vari- 
ometers for indoor service, means for remote control 
from switchboard and hand control at the variometer 
were provided. 
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During the Year 1922 
By John Liston 
General Electric Company 

These variometers are connected in series with 200 - 
kilowatt Alexanderson alternator, feeding energy to 
multiple tuned antennae. They are used to maintain 
close adjustment of antenna tuning, particularly when 
antenna capacity is varied by wind and sleet. Porce- 
lain supports are used throughout for all parts con- 
nected in circuit and the conductor is composed of 4,270 
strands of five -mil copper wire, each strand insulated 
with enamel. Varnished cambric and treated braid 
form the outside insulation. 

Due to the high -intensity high -frequency electro- 
magnetic field produced by the windings, no metals of 
any kind are used inside the windings. The top sup- 
ports of the framework are of brass. Iron pipes at- 
tained high temperatures at fractional load in the wind- 
ings. Closed circuits in the pipe framework are broken 
up by suitable insulators to prevent circulating currents. 

The stationary and movable windings may be con- 
nected in series or parallel. The average range of in- 
ductances in series connection is .19 to 1.1 millihenries. 
Maximum coupling averages 50 per cent. 

A new method of recording and reproducing sound 
was developed, which is a distinct improvement in 
many ways over all previous methods used and opens 
up several entirely new fields of application. It is known 
as the pallophotophone. 

There are two distinct devices in the pallophoto- 
tone-one for recording and one for reproducing the 
sound-and either may be used independently. The 

Book Case for Receiving Set 
By J. R. W., Louisville, Kentucky 

IAM sending you what I consider an ideal arrangement for 
a receiving -set in the home. Sectional bookcases with glass 

doors keep the set dust proof and give a neat appearance. 
Many of my radio friends like the idea and, so far as I am 
aware, this arrangement is original. The large A batteries, bat- 
tery charger, etc., are in the compartment below-out of the 
way. 

waaew Male to Hold Receiving Set, as Described by J. R. W. 

recording device consists essentially of a tiny mirror 
on which is reflected a beam of light. This mirror is 
attached to a delicately vibrating diaphragm and when 
sound waves cause the diaphragm to vibrate, the mir- 
ror oscillates and the ray of light causes projection of 
corresponding oscillations upon a strip of photographic 
film which passes in front of the mirror in a continuous 
motion. 

The film is then developed in the usual way and 
shows a succession of delicate dark markings which 
constitute the sound record. 

In the reproduced device, the film passes in front of 
an arrangement of vacuum tubes which are sensitive to 
light so that the variations in the light falling on them 
caused by the lines recorded on the film produce electro- 
motive force variations in the circuit in which they 
are connected. Therefore, as the film is moved in this 
device the electric current is actuated, which corre- 
sponds with great accuracy to the original sound wave. 
This electric current can be made to actuate a tele- 
phone loud speaker or to operate radio broadcasting 
apparatus directly. 

The Largest Vacuum Tuba auJ Its Headers 
Many interesting applications of this new device have 

already been made and a few possibilities can be briefly 
outlined as follows: It makes possible the talking 
motion picture, for on a film of the normal width both 
sound and action can be recorded simultaneously and 
projected with absolute synchronism. It is practically 
unlimited as to the length of record it can make and 
reproduce and is, therefore, suitable for recording 
speeches, debates, concert programs, in the taking of 
evidence and for any purpose where a lengthy record 
of sound is required. It can be duplicated and used as 
a film photograph and applied in radiotelegraphy in 

audio-amplification.producing wireless signals and for audio -amplification. 
It has already been successfully applied in broadcast- 
ing. 

The largest vacuum tube ever made consists essen- 
tially of a water-cooled cylindrical anode 30 inches long 
and 1 inches in diameter. In the axis of the anode 
is a tungsten filament 0.4 inch in diameter and 22 inches, 
long. This filament is excited by a current of 1,800 
amperes at 10,000 cycles, the filament excitation re- 
quiring about 20 kilowatts. The magnetic field pro- 
duced by this large hearing -current is sufficient to cut 
off the electric current from the cathode to the anode 
during a portion of each cycle of the current passing 
through the cathode, this action taking the place of 
that of the grid in a 3 -electrode tube. The electron 
current to the cathode is thus interrupted 20,000 times 
every second. By the use of properly tuned circuits, 
this may be used for the production of high -frequency 
power for radio or any other purpose. 

This particular type of tube, which is called the 
magnetron, will supply 1,000 kilowatts of 20,000 cycle 
power at an efficiency of 70 per cent., operating with an 
anode voltage of 20,000 volts direct current. 

Complete carrier current equipment of telephone com- 
munication over the high tension transmission lines of 
power companies was developed and a number of tests 
were installed. The transmitter has an output of 50 
watts and is rated at 75 miles, provided there are not a 
great number of "tie-ins" or transformer stations in this 
distance. The equipment includes a calling system 
whereby a bell is rung at the station called when the 
station calling actuates a push-button on the desk -stand 
forming part of the equipment. 
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National Radio Week to Be a Big 
Celebration Over All America 

THE tremendous contribution of radio broadcasting to 
the educational life of the country is to be especially 
emphasized during National Radio Week, to be held 

this coming week, from December 23 to 30 inclusive. 
Broadcasting has assumed many roles since its inception, 

but none has received such whole -hearted and enthusiastic 
support from the nation's leaders as when it dons the toga 
of the educator. 

Sending of operatic arias on the air has become frequent 
within the past few months. All, the progress thus far 
made in that field, together with a wealth of new material 
and ideas, is to be assembled during National Radio Week 
for a grand display. 

Announcement to this effect has been made by J. Andrew 
White, chairman of the executive committee of National 
Radio Week. Mr. White and the committee feel that the 
broadcasting of the highest type of music not only has 
recreational value, but is inspirational in home circles as 
well, and there is tremendous economic benefit to be gained 

Eminent Radioists Send 
Their Greetings 

Through Radio World 
Around the World in Five Minutes 

By Edwin Denby 
Secretary of the United States Navy 

'THE wonderful development of radio has brought pleasure to millions 
of people. Radio has developed into great commercial and depart- 

mental agency. Christmas greetings may be sent around the world by 
radio in five minutes. . e 

A Veritable Public Service 
By John V. L. Hogan 

Eminent Radio Engineer and Inventor 
NATIONAL RADIO WEEK will give alert dealers their opportunity to 

demonstrate to the public that radio broadcasting is not a noisy fad 
ter using squawking loud -speakers, but, instead, veritable public service, 
capable placingcing the home finer music than can the phonograph 
or . e 

One of the Greatest Gifts of the Age 
By General John G. Harbord 

President, Radio Corporation of America 
CHRISTMAS is a season of gift -giving and of remembering only the 

maelin life. Radio is one of the greatest gifts to this age, Messing 
d with its achievements and practically marking new era in the 

way of entertainment, communication, and education. 

How Season's Indications Point 
By Paul F. Godley 

Radio Engineer, Adams Morgan Company, 
Montclair, N. J. 

THERE is no doubt, that the large bulk of business which is bound to 
put in an appearance around Christmas time will more than restore the full confidence of the industry in the future of radio. There still seem to be some people who think that radio has no future. The indications 

now point to a larger radio business during the coining holiday season than during last year, and instead of verging on hysteria, it will be busi- 
demen 
ness placed by business men who know exactly Just what the market ds. 

in educating the American people, through radio, to. an 
appreciation of the higher forms of culture. 

Radio's use in the church and school are also to be 
demonstrated in special nation-wide programs from scores 
of stations. 

National Radio Week is an unselfish, co-operative effort 
on the part of every one in radio, from listener to manu- 
facturer, to demonstrate what the new science and indus- 
try has accomplished thus far in the brief span of one year 
of general popularity and to give the listener an insight 
into the yet unrealized possibilities of the near future. It 
is an organized effort to add to the ranks of listeners-to 
double this number, in fact. 

The biggest thing the amateur or fan can do is to create 
another amateur or fan. Building up the already growing 
army of radio enthusiasts will have a vital effect on the 
advance of radio throughout the country. 

Here are a few final suggestions that may be carried out 
easily to make the big week a smashing success: 

Humanity Night. In a dramatic way you can allow the 
Salvation Army, American Red Cross, or any other organi- 
zation explain the purposes of its movement. This has been 
done effectively by the playing of music or singing of songs 
very softly as a background for the speaker. .A series of 
war songs, for instance, played softly by a stringed orches- 
tra would work an appropriate background for a Red Cross 
appeal. If an appeal was given for the Near East Relief 
Committee the music would have an Oriental flavor. 

Christmas Eve. A complete Christmas Eve program 
would include the singing of carols by boy choirs and 
soloists, who are available usually in every community ; 

stories by representatives of as many foreign nations as 
you can get, explaining how Christmas Eve is celebrated 
in their countries; a speech by Santa Claus earlier in the 
evening for the children; messages of welcome to the home 
town by one or two men or women of representation who 
have come back to their home town to spend the holidays. 

Contest Night. One splendid contest could be a guess- 
ing contest. Gather together some fifteen or twenty promi- 
nent people in your city and have them make short talks, 
but do not introduce them except by number, then have 
the radio audience send in their guesses as to the names of 
the speakers to see whether the people recognize their most 
prominent men or women by voice. 

Theatrical night, of course, will be a big one. Talent 
which is appearing at the local theatre should be invited 
to appear at your station, and not just formally sing a song 
or two, but to give a "chummy" sort of program far the 
listeners. 

Special attention should be paid to children at least two 
nights during the week. 

Kolin Hager, of the General Electric Broadcasting 
Station, WGY, at Schenectady, New York, has been made 
chairman of the broadcasting managers' committee of 
National Radio Week. 

The executive committee, which has charge of all details 
to "put over" the big radio event, is composed of the 
following: 

J. Andrew White, chairman, editor, The Wireless Age; 
H. Gernsback, editor, Radio News; Arthur H. Halloran, 
editor, Radio; Roland B. Hennessy, editor, RADIO WORLD ; 
Laurence Nixon, editor, Radio Dealer; Arthur H. Lynch, 
treasurer, editor, Radio Broadcast. 

Remember !- 
The movement will not die on the night of December 30. 

National Radio Week is to be a permanent national affair. 
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Receives Radio Messages at Over 
1200 Words a Minute 

(Both photographs C. Rodel & Herbert) 

The upper photograph shows a busy corner of the research department 
of the Radio Corporation of America where investigations are being made 
retarding the operation of high-speed receiver capable of copying 

sseesaias at a speed of 1288 words a minute. When signais are sent at this 
speed the listener, mama he is equipped with a machine similar to this, will 
beer nothing but a steady hum or dash, as at this terrific speed there are, 
appraxinsatdy, 8888 "breaks and makes" of the key every minute, appeid- 

asntdy 108 every second. This is a rate of speed much faster than the 

busman ear is capable of catching. 

The lower photograph shows another part of the extensive research 

department of Radio Corporation. Here they test out circuits, lam - 
speakers, and other instruments before they are marketed. The illustra- 

tion shows actually the testing out of live different loud -speaking horns 
In connection with a power, amplifier is order to prove which responds 
with the least distortion. This department not only tests materials of 

Radio Corporation, but any others that seem of particular importance. 

Thousands of amateurs and experimenters would give a lot to poseep 
such machinery and test out apparatus and circuits to their hearts three. 
The man in the dark suit, facing, is testing out the wave length of various 
apparatus in order to correctly calibrate and chart them. 
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Vast Army of Goods Baptized "Radio" 
By Washington R. Service 

WITH nearly every new de- 
velopment that attains great 
popular interest, there 

comes an era of using the new 
name for, practically, anything else 
that bids for public support. 

Hundreds of articles have been 
christened "Radio." Some products 
are aptly named, but many have 
nothing to do with the art or prac- 
tice of radiotelegraphy or radio- 
telephony. 

Twenty-four articles now use the 
word "Radio" as a trade -mark, ac- 
cording to the Patent Office records, 
and still more applications are on 
file. The first use appears to have 
been in connection with a chemical 
compound registered by John B. 
Daniels, August 23, 1904, about six 
years before the United States 
Navy adapted the word to wireless 
telegraphy. 

In 1911, the word, "Radio," was 
registered as a trade -mark for a 
make of hot-air fans and, also, a 
brand of varnish and paint. The 

type and design of the letters in the 
word were, of course, different, and 
sometimes the background varied. 
In 1913 and 1914, "Radio" was em- 
ployed to designate certain forms of 
chemicals, medicines, insgcticides, 
leather, threads, yarns, and fur- 
niture polish. 

What was probably the first reg- 
istration of this trade word for an 
electrical contrivance was taken out 
for batteries and apparatus early in 
1915. A little later, carne a type of 
"Radio" ball -bearing, and, in 1918, 
the "Radio.' golf -ball was trade- 
marked. A non -intoxicating bev- 
erage took on the name in 1918. 
During the next two years, it was 
used to designate certain flower and 
garden seeds, auto lenses, phono- 
graphs, tires, and a brand of canned 
fish. The past two years saw 
"Radio" applied to watch chains, 
writing paper, skirt braid, playing 
cards, cigarettes, and dyes. It was 
March 14, 1922, before a piece of 
wireless apparatus was trade -marked 

"Radio,"although before then it had 
been combined with other words to 
designate many things. Silks, pens, 
tonics, a magazine, and tea had been 
branded with the mystic letters. 
Both "radiofone" and "radiophone" 
were used in 1920. In 1922, came 
the terms "super -Radio" and "Radio 
Rex." 

Many articles bear the name which 
seem not to be trade -marked, among 
them the recently advertised "Radio 
Boot"-"on and off in a flash." The 
radio overcoat, with weather -resist- 
ing qualities, has also appeared. 
The other day, the name was 
assigned to a ship which, curiously, 
carries no wireless apparatus. In 
the field of sport, the name has been 
appended to a race horse." "Wire- 
less," another horse, is also pretty 
well known. Apparently "Radio" 
is a popular name, taken by and 
large, for use in any field ; but there 
are those who would like to see it 
confined to matters connected solely 
with the art. 

Back -Wound Coils 
By R. L. Dougherty 

DURING the past few months 
the bank -wound coupler and in- 

ductance coil have come into gen- 
eral use in receiving circuits. Many 
amateurs have tried to wind their 
own coils and have had to give up 
in disgust after the first attempts. 

In the first place, bank winding 
will permit the amateur to wind 
from three to five times as much 
wire in a given space as would 
single -rayer windings. Before start- 
ing to wind a coil the tube on which 
the coil is to be wound should be 
slightly roughened with semi -coarse 
sandpaper. Some firms making bank - 
wound coils use a base of sandpaper 
on which to wind the coil ; but this 
should not be employed by the ama- 
teur as he is likely to run into diffi- 
culties and experience a short cir- 
cuit due to the insulation being 
scraped off the wire. 

In Figure 1, I show two types of 
bank winding. A is a double -bank 
and B is a triple -bank winding. In 
A you wind four turns on the tube, 
being sure to keep a good tension on 
the wire so as not to have it slip 
when you wind Nos. 5 and 6, which 
(see illustration) are wound on top 
between turns Nos. 2 and 3. After 
winding four turns on the tube 
proper, make a bend in the wire and 
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Figure 1-How a bank -wound coil would appear 
if the coil were cut in half. This gives Idle a 
comprehend.. idea of the correct method of 
winding two different types of coils. A is Se 
illustration of double -hank winding. S of triple - 
bank window. C le the single layer, 20 turns. 

wind No. 5 between and on top of 
2 and 3; then No. 6 on top of 3 and 
4. Then bring Nos. 7 and 8 down 
and wind them on the tube, and 
wind Nos. 9 and 10 as you did Nos. 
5 and 6. If you wish to tap off at, 
say, every fifteenth turn, bring No. 
15 down to the tube and make a loop 
in the wire. Next start in winding 
as you did before, using No. 15 as 
No. 1 in the first winding. 

In illustration B, you see a triple 
bank -coil. Greater care must be 
used in winding these as there is 
more liability of the top turns slip- 
ping off due to the tension on the 
wire. The same method should be 
employed as in A, except to add one 
extra layer on top. The taps can 
be taken off in the same manner. 

Before attempting to wind the coil 
for use in your set, practice winding 

Damped Waves 
By George W. May, R.E. 

THE radiophone of to -day can- 
not use the so-called damp 

wave. The wave trains which quick- 
ly die out are available for use in 
sending signals only and corre- 
spondingly to the action of the 
waves in water which quickly sub- 
side after a stone is dropped; or 
they may be compared to the sound 
from the piano wire which, also, 
quickly dies out. 

them with some spare wire in order 
to get the knack of the thing. 

For the man who wants to know 
facts, I am giving the inductance 
values of the two bank windings as 
compared with a single -layer coil. 
The constants were taken with coils 
wound with twenty turns of No. 18 
wire wound on a 4 -inch core. 

The diagram is as follows: 
A-Double bank, 20 turns, 50 per 

cent. space, 120 per cent. inductance. 
B-Triple bank, 20 turns, 40 per 

cent. space, 135 per cent. inductance. 
C-Single layer, 20 turns, 100 per 

cent. space, 100 per cent. inductance. 

Latest broadcasting map ISe. That is, 
a complete broadcasting map appeared 
in Radio World. No. 8, dated Idaj 2n 
Mailed on receipt of 15c. Radio World 
Company, 1493 Broadway. N. Y. C. (Ads* 1 
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My Simple Inexpensive Receiver 
By C. White, Consulting Engineer 

EVERY field of commercial en- 
deavor is rigidly governed by 
two considerations: first, 

the desire to reach the pinnacle of 
scientific perfection; second, the 
desire to meet the capabilities of the 
average pocket -book. In other 
words, science and economy form 
both limits. If we make a certain 
article too cheap it will utterly fail 
to come up to the popular scientific 
standard; if we make it so perfect 
that its selling price must be high, 
we challenge the purchasing power 
of the average man, and cut down 
the market. In radio, as well as 
elsewhere, these are facts. We 
actually know of certain circuits 
that are much superior to anything 
on the amateur market, yet it would 
be next to impossible to place them 
before the public at a reasonable 
cost. Recently, I have been working 
out various simple circuits in an 
effort to produce something that 
will be very inexpensive, simple to 
operate, and have definite scientific 
merit. The new method I recently 
developed to try out new circuits 
has greatly aided me in getting a 
good relative value of performance 
within the narrow confines of a lab- 
oratory. I briefly outlined this 
method in RADIO WORLD, No. 34, 
dated November 18. 

The circuit illustrated herewith 
in Figure I is generally known as a 
one - tube superregenerative," or 
"ultraregenerative" receivers. The 
circuit is a modification of the com- 
mon type of single -tube "supers" in 
that it uses the inductance of the 
loop as a tuning element. A 
variometer in the plate circuit en- 
ables much finer adjustment than 
the ordinary type that employs a 
rotor of a vario -coupler to obtain 
the same results. The coupling be- 
tween the two D -L coils should be 
variable. Since the loop performs 
the double fu nction as an antennae 
and a tuning coil, it is quite neces- 
sary that it be made the proper 
size. From experimentation, I 
found that a loop about 3 feet 
square, having 10 turns, gave much 
better results than any of the other 
sizes tried. A 23 -plate air variable 
is shunted across the terminals of 
the loop; it is recommended, 
although it is not absolutely neces- 
sary, to use a vernier attachment of 
some sort with this condenser if it 
is desirable to get the maximum 
results from long-distance telephone 
reception. A Western Electric V -T 
1 tube is recommended for this cir- 
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cuit. In the actual tryout it was the 
only tube using a low -plate poten- 
tial that gave fully satisfactory re- 
sults. This tube requires 4 volts on 
the filament and 22/ on the plate; 
the normal filament current is 
around 1 ampere. A Bradleystat, or 
any other type of fine, or vernier - 
adjustment rheostat, should be used, 
since this circuit must operate the 
tube at a critical and efficient point 
on the characteristic curve. In the 
actual construction, I advise the 
amateur to carefully shield the 
panel against body -capacity effects 
which virtually result in cutting 
down the range of reception by 
making it next to impossible to 
selectively tune. 

I would like to call particular 
emphasis to the fact that this outfit 
is extremely cheap. It is also 
equally efficient; because with quite 
unfavorable conditions in a steel 

t/71-1 fLk 
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building in New England, I was 
able to hear Chicago. Of course, it 
is not the most efficient set to 
operate. No single -tube receiver 
can dare claim such distinction; but, 
with the man who exercises care in 
his work, it is surely a set that 
brings in the distant stations with 
volume. The only point that would 
most likely give the average 
amateur a little trouble is the coup- 
ling between the two D -L coils 
which must be carefully adjusted. 
A good mounting for these coils 
will materially aid in operation. 
After a few trials, it may be ob- 
served clearly that there are certain 
values and settings that give much 
better results that others. Learn 
to tune your receiver carefully and 
in a systematic, scientific manner. 
Don't simply turn the dials until 
something happens. Study condi- 
ditions, settings and results. 

New Broadcasters 
Licensed 

FLEVEN limited commercial stations 
broadcasting on 360 meters were 

licensed by the Department of Commerce 
during week ending December il. 

WQAK-Appel-Higley Electric Co., 
Dubuque, Iowa. 

WOAS-Bailey's Radio Shop, Middle- 
town, Conn. 

WRAN-Black Hawk Electric Co., 
Waterloo, Iowa. 

WPAJ-Doolittle Radio Corp., New 
Haven, Conn. 

WOAT-Boyd Martell Hamp, Wil- 
mington. Del. 

KFDL-Knight-Campbell Music Co., 
Denver. Colo. 

KFDJ-Oregon Agriculture College, 
Corvallis. Ore. 

WQAB-Southwest Missouri State 
Teachers College, Springfield, Mo. 

WOAU-Sowder Bolling Piano Co., 
Evansville, Ind. 

WPAR-R. A. Ward. Beloit, Kans. 
WOAX-Wolff, Franklyn J., Trenton, 

N. J. 

Three limited commercial class -B 
stations broadcasting on 400 meters were 
transferred from the A list during week, 
as follows: 

WHAS-"Courier Journal" and Louis- 
ville "Times." Louisville. Ky. 

WLAG-Cutting & Washington Radio 
Corp., Minneapolis, Minn. 

KGW-Portland "Oregonian," Port- 
land, Oregon. 

Six New Canadian Stations 
With the primary object of keeping 

federal otìicials in touch with one another 
six new radio stations are proposed to 
he erected by the government of Canada. 
The following sites are mentioned: Fort 
Smith, Fort Resolution, Fort Simpson, 
bort Norman, Fort Macpherson (all 
nn the Mackenzie River) and Dawson 
City. Yukon. 

At any rate, radio seems to be the 
eighth weeder of the were 

-Sir Arthur Coma Doyle. 
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The Radio Primer 
For Thousands of Beginners Who 
Are Coming into Radio Circles 

Weekly A B C of Radio Facts and Prin- 
ciples Fully and Tersely Explained 

By Lynn Brooks 
the wire. The more turns of wire 
wound on the magnet the more at- 
tractive power it has and the more cur- 
rent sent through the windings the 
greater the attractive power. There- 
fore, if a magnet has 250 turns of 
wire and 5 volts is sent through it has 
more attractive power than a magnet 
of 100 turns of wire with the same 
voltage being sent through it. 

* * * 

What is meant by electromagnetic 
induction? 

If we take a coil of wire and place 
it within the electromagnetic field of 
an active -electromagnet, and then rap- 
idly break and make the current run- 
ning through the magnet, or pass the 
coil of wire in and out of the magnetic 

Figureq 1 4LY- dia- 
gram showing the invis- 
ible lbw's of force our - 
rounding horseshoe mag- 

n et. 

DESCRIBE an electromagnet? 
If we take a bundle of soft 

iron -wires, or a soft iron -bar, 
wind it with concentric layers of wire, 
and then pass an electric current 
through it, we will find that we have 
a magnet. An electromagnet, there- 
fore, is a magnet only when an elec- 
tric current is flowing through the 
wires, whereby it differs from a per- 
manent magnet. 

* * * 

What is a solenoid? 
A solenoid is a hollow metal tube 

wound in the same manner as an 
electro magnet. When a current is 

run through the tube the wires will, 
through the agency of magnetism, 
have a sucking effect on a piece of 
iron or steel, and will tend to draw 
them into the middle of the tube so 

wound. 
* * * 

What is the difference between the 
lines of force in a permanent horse- 
shoe magnet and an electromagnet? 

In Figure la we see the lines of 
force in a permanent horseshoe mag- 
net, which take the direction shown. 
In lb, we see the lines of force in an 
electro magnet. 

* * * 

On what does the strength of an 
electromagnet depend? 

The strength (attractive power) of 
an electromagnet depends on two 

Figure 
visible 

main 
turns 

1 
eigrgr bet 

;1¡ 

; 

ÿ 
1-B-Schematic diagram diming 
lams of force surrounding an 

Dragnet. 

factors: 1-The number of 
of wire wound on the electro 

magnet. 2-The current sent through 

Figure 2-Diagram showing how an &metric cur- 
rent la induced in a coil by the principle ont 

4ectromegaetle induction. The two coils are 
net oennesad. 

field at right angles, a current of elec- 
tricity will be found to flow in the 
second coil. We therefore find that 
by cutting a coil of wire in a magnetic 
field we can induce a second current 
in the wire that is not connected in 
the original circuit, as shown in dia- 
gram No. 3. 

* * * 

Show how the lines of force may 
be determined in a single conductor - 

current if the direction of the current 
flowing in the conductor is known? 

The answer is fully explained in 
Figure 3. 

,GGGG I -JD 
Figure l --If you grasp the wire with your thumb 
pointing in the direction of the Sow of the cur- 
rent. your f ngere will follow the direction taken 

by the lines of fom wrrroaa&ng the who 

What is the effect of reversing the 
current in a single conductor as ap- 
plied to the lines of force? 

When the current in a conductor is 

reversed, the lines of force take the 
directly opposite direction. As in il- 

lustration No. 4, when the current is 

flowing to the north the lines of force 
flow downward toward the West up 
and around to the East. Reverse the 
current and the lines of force are re- 
versed in direction. 

* * * 

What is the most important com- 
mercial use that electromagnetic in- 
duction is put to? 

If it were not for electromagnetic 
induction, electricity, as we have it to- 
day, would not be so common. This 
agency when applied to a generator 
creates electricity. 

* * * 

Describe briefly the fundamental 
principle of a generator dynamo? 

Whenever a coil of wire rotates 
through a magnetic field of uniform 
strength in a manner so as a number 
of lines of force enclosed by the coil 
increase or diminish uniformly, a cur- 
rent of electricity will be induced in 
the coil, the strength of which, at any 
time, is proportional with the number 
of lines of force that are cut by the 
coil and the speed with which this ac- 
tion takes place. 

* * 

What are the main essentials of a 
dynamo? 

The essentials of a dynamo are 
briefly: 1-A magnetic field of con- 
stant strength. 2-A number of coils 
mounted so that they can be rotated 
in such a way as to cut through a 
magnetic field. 3-Means for con- 
ducting the current induced in the 
rotor (rotating coils) to an outside 
conductor. 

Why the Radio Primer Is Appreciated 
Extract from a Letter to the Editor of Radio World 

from E. F. Stettler, Twin Falls, Idaho 
MR almost a year, I have been buying at the local newsstands your very fine pub- ' licatioa and reading and studying every issue with a great deal of interest. When 
I first started reading RADIO WORLD I knew absolutely nothing about radio; and 

although it would be egotistical to say I know a great deal now, yet I do feel as if 

I had a fair knowledge of the fundamentals -thanks to RADIO WORLD 
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A New Application of the Power 
amplifier 

By Frederic W. Procter 
THE interest taken by amateurs 

in perfecting their transmit- 
ting and receiving apparatus 

has led me to believe that the plan 
I shall outline herewith will interest 
more than a few as it lays open a 
varied field for experimental work. 
This plan has been put into practice 
with most satisfactory results and 
has added greatly to the interest 
and pleasure to be obtained from re- 
ceiving. 

Quite frequently the amateur sta- 
tion is located in a study and broad- 
cast reception is desired in the bed- 
room or some other part of the 
house; or the amateur may desire to 
transmit his own voice, or phono- 
graph music, from one part of the 
house to the other. Also, by this 
plan, the amateur can give his fam- 
ily the pleasure of listening to broad- 
casting concerts in the living room 
of his house without necessitating 
the extreme annoyance of placing 
his receiver there. While, in the lat- 
ter case, the power amplifier is do- 
ing no more than executing its nor- 
mal duties it can also be used to 
transmit audio -frequency impulses 
other than radio signals as previous- 
ly mentioned, it being necessary 
only to connect a pair of headphones 
to the input, and the distant loud- 
speaker to the output. The ama- 
teur should speak clearly and dis- 
tinctly into one of the phones, tak- 
ing pains not to moisten the dia- 
phragm of the phone more than is 
possible. The actual wiring is very 
simple. The following only is 
necessary : 

Purchase double -twisted insulated 
wire that will give the two connec- 
tions needed, and run it under the 
carpets and doorsills to the point in 
the house where the loud -speaker 
is desired, keeping the wires well 
concealed, and connect them to the 
two terminals of the instrument. 
The output of the receiver is con- 
nected to two of the poles of a 
double- throw double -pole knife - 
switch, the other two poles being 
conected to the headphones for voice 
transmission, the blades being con- 
nected with the input of the power 
amplifier. The output of the power 
amplifier is connected to the blades 
of another similar switch, the two 
load -speakers being wired to the 
four poles as shown in the accom- 
panying hook-up. 

The principle involved in voice 

soberstle diagram dewlap hnr the power s 
glöer eau be adapted w BS te hear eamle end 

dg.& le my foot el a home. 

transmission by means of a head- 
phone is as follows : 

The telephone consists of a wind- 
ing about the poles of a permanent 
magnet, forming a magnetic field 
which not only includes the pole 
pieces and magnet but the dia- 
phragm as well. This leaves two 
air -gaps in the magnetic circuit, both 
of which are varied in length by any 
movement of the diaphragm. There- 
fore, when sound waves strike the 

disc, the reluctance of the magnetic 
circuit is changed and correspond- 
ing variations of current are pro- 
duced in the windings when the cir- 
cuit is closed. Thus it is possible to 
use the headphone in conjunction 
with the power amplifier in order 
to transmit sound over wires to a 
distant point. It has been found 
very satisfactory to detach one 
phone and place it in the small end 
of a megaphone, supporting the 
megaphone on a tripod, or some 
similar standard, so it may be placed 
before a phonograph should the 
transmission of music from that in- 
strument be desired. The mega- 
phone permits very few sound waves 
to escape. 

An ingenious amateur should be 
able to do not only some interesting 
experimental work with this hook- 
up. The author would appreciate a 
letter, sent in care of RADIO Wou.D. 
from any amateur who considered 
the plan worth trying or made any 
experiments with the accompanying 
diagram. 

Loose -Coupler Set of 14 -Year -Old Boy 

(C. Rode! & Herbert) 
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Radio Legislation Urgently Needed, 
Says Secretary Hoover 

Growth of Radio in Past Year, Beyond Expectation. 5999 
Amateurs Added in Seventeen Months 

ASHINGTON, D. C.-Ex- 
tension of the regulatory 
powers of the Department 

of Commerce over radio seems im- 
perative. This is the belief of 
Herbert R. Hoover, Secretary of 
Commerce, who has become a sort 
of foster -father to radio, and he 
emphasizes that belief pretty thor- 
oughly in his annual report. The 
development of the radio art will be 
greatly retarded, he explains, if his 
department does not take a hand. 
The sudden increase of radiotele- 
phone broadcasting during the past 
seven months of the fiscal year, 
from 5 to 382 transmitting stations, 
and the increase from about.200,000 
to 1,500,000 receiving stations, 
resulted in so much "interference' 
between sending stations, the Sec- 
retary of Commerce reports, that 
the destruction of the usefulness of 
this very important invention was 
threatened. A conference of experts, 
manufacturers, and government, 
public and amateur representatives, 
which was called by Mr. Hoover in 
February, unanimously recom- 
mended the immediate extension of 
the regulatory powers of the Gov- 
ernment and drafted a set of tech- 
nical provisions for submission to 
Congress. 
What Ails the White and Kellogg Bills? 

Identical radio bills were intro- 
duced in the two houses of Congress, 
last session, by Senator Kellogg and 
Representative White, but appar- 
ently they are pigeon -holed, await- 
ing, perhaps, the demand of the 
radio public itself before any action 
will be taken. Department of Com- 
merce officials handling radio mat- 
ters have cherished the hope that 
early action would be forthcoming 
for some time and continued to 
license all broadcasters every three 
months, while awaiting a definite 
law. New legislation would aid the 
Secretary of Commerce in enforcing 
the laws and bring about a more 
satisfactory condition for both op- 
erators and "fans," they point out. 
Authority for the appointment of 
the advisory committee of six gov- 
ernmental and six outside civilian 
members, would assist Secretary 
Hoover in reassigning definite 
wave -lengths and in the allotment 
of more bands for commercial and 
private uses. Congressman White's 

By Carl H. Butman 
bill, it is expected, will be pushed, 
but action is not assured this ses- 
sion of Congress. 
Hope for Discretionary Assignment of 

Waves 
Recommendations of the radio 

conference were for one exclusive 
governmental broadcasting wave- 
band, two bands for private and 
toll broadcasting; and four for use 
by both governmental and private 
broadcasters, which would give 
such transmitting stations broader 
scope and prevent interference to a 
great degree. To -day, only two 
public broadcasting waves are 
available -360 and 400 meters- 
while the goverpment wave is 485 
meters, confining a very large 
amount of matter broadcast by many 
stations to only three wave -lengths 
and necessitating time schedules 
and silent periods. The assignment 
of waves under these recommenda- 
tions, as well as other technical 
problems, would devolve upon the 
advisory committee. It is very 
likely that Secretary Hoover would 
secure the aid of the present Inter- 
departmental Radio Committee, or 
at least six of these technical experts 
as the governmental representatives 
on his new committee. 

Another feature planned if new 
legislation is secured is to make the 
wave band between 600 and 1,600 
meters, now assigned for govern- 
mental use, available to commercial 
and public stations. Details such 
as these, however, it is expected, 
will be left to the discretion of Sec- 
retary Hoover. The art of radio is 
developing so rapidly as to demand 
constant changes and the permanent 
or specific designation of every 
wave or band of waves by law 
would be a hindrance. 
Situation Worse To -day Than on June 30 

Interference is actually far worse 
to -day than it was five months ago, 
when Mr. Hoover's report closed at 
the end of the fiscal year, June 30, 
1922. Instead of there being 382 
broadcasting stations on 360 and 400 
meters, there were actually 565 such 
stations in operation on December 
1, or 179 more than existed on June 
30. During the fiscal year, seven 
commercial transatlantic stations 

were placed in operation, providing 
for better communication with 
Great Britain, France, Italy, Japan, 
Norway, Poland, and Germany. 
Another commercial station opened 
for business with Central America, 
and plans for circuits to South 
America and China were also under 
way. In the fiscal year, commercial 
land stations, excluding broadcast- 
ers, increased from 161 to 345. 

Value of the Amateur to the Country 
Amateur -station licenses increased 

from 10,809 to 15,504 between June 
30, 1921 and June 30, 1922. In the 
past five months, however, 1,304 
more stations have been licensed, 
bringing the total amateur sending - 
stations to 16,888 on December 1. 
The increase in amateur interest by 
5,999 is gratifying to the officials of 
the government; for, they say, these 
young men constitute a reserve of 
trained operators some of whom 
have already contributed to radio 
art. During the World War, many 
amateurs were found to be superior 
to the average commercial operator 
in resourcefulness and technical 
knowledge. 

The necessity of an international 
conference on radio communication 
for the adjustment of international 
radio wave -lengths, especially those 
used between ship and shore sta- 
tions, is pointed out by Secretary 
Hoover in his report, attention being 
called to the fact that the last con- 
ference was held in 1912 when the 
United States had but one trans- 
oceanic station in operation. This 
matter, however, has the attention 
of the State Department, which is 
now organizing the personnel of a 
representative governmental com- 
mittee to draw up agenda for the 
next international convention on 
electrical communication, to be held 
at Paris next spring. 

In summing up Mr. Hoover says : 

"To close an efficient administra- 
tion of the radio service is imper- 
ative if we are to maintain its effi- 
ciency as a life-saving agency on 
shipboard, a means of commercial 
communication, and of instruction 
and entertainent for our people. To 
perform this work we must have an 
experienced and expert personnel. 
To secure and retain such man the 
service must be provided with 
adequate funds. 
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Simple Hook-upKeeps Table Clean 
By Arthur Hennesly and John Kent 

Amplifying Tube 

flic hook-up, designed by Mr. Arthur Hennealy, has the advantage of 

three separate units in separate cabinets. It Is a simple matter to any 

desirable tuning wilt with either radio-fnquency or audio -frequency. 

ALETTER from one of our 
readers, Mr. Arthur Hen- 
nesly, Kansas City, Missouri, 

contains the accompanying hook-up 
and an idea that, to us, seems of 
considerable merit. Mr. Hennesly 
says: 

"I have noticed that there are a 
lot of amateurs who like to try out 
new hook-ups, and whenever you 
visit them you invariably will find 
a lot of apparatus scattered indis- 
criminately over the table. This 
looks very messy; besides it is not 
efficient. 

"I like to experiment with new 

1 

8 -Battery 
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hook-ups and have solved the prob- 
lem in this way : r make up the 
tuning unit, detector unit, radio - 
frequency amplifying unit, and 
audio -frequency units in separate 
cabinets, with all the connections 
brought to outside binding posts 
that can be conveniently bridged 
with small pieces of copper wire. 
For the main connections I use 
jacks and plugs. It Is a simple mat- 
ter, therefore, to hook up any 
desirable tuning unit with either 
radio -frequency or audio -frequency 
and the table always looks neat and 
businesslike. 

as e A-Battery 

Detector Tube 
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"Another advantage is that after 
having built a radio -frequency unit, 
or a detector unit, and tried it out 
you know that it works and how it 
works, so that when you hook it up 
you know just what results to ex- 
pect. I am enclosing a hook-up to 
show how it is done-in Missouri 
where you have to show M." 

This is a practical idea. Besides 
its neatness, it is an instance which 
proves that the everyday amateur 
is getting down to the serious bus- 
iness of real work and is not playing 
with a lot of radio apparatus just to 
pass the time. 

Why Is It 
THAT every thee you have company at the 

boucle .-..sees- who knows nothing about radio 
will always ask same quostien you can't answer 
and make you feel like a quince the net of the 
evedng? . . . 

That every time you buy a bulb, and your 
Mend is with you and he buys one, he always 
gets the better bulb, while you generally get a 
"chick"? . . 

That every time you want to put op a good 
aerial, and you have all the inclination and time 
in the world to do it, it rains? 

That the set worked like a -hams In the stare 
and you can't oven get a chirp out of it, and 
everybody in your family gives his er her advice 
as to last what the trouble is, and you don't 
even get a chance at It till everybody shoe in dis- 
gusted with "that fool thing"? 

. 
That pimple insist on thinking of radio and 

wkaloae as two different and distinct things? 
+ . . 

That everybody who has made hie own set 
thinks he has waved an original idea which be 
cent keep a deep, dark, dank comet? 

Don't Miss Him! 
Santa Clans Will Be at WGY During 

National Radio Week 
HELLO up there! Is this Mr. Santa 

Claus? How do you do, sir! This 
is radio station, WGY, speaking. Suppose 
you're awfully busy just now? 
Too busy to talk to the thousands of little 
people here in the U. S. A., who will be 
counting on you on Christmas Eve? 
Yes, sir, actually talk to them . . . all 
of them at once, too! What's that, you say? 

. Never got such an invitation be- 
fore? Wouldn't miss a chance like this? 
That's fine, Mr. Santa Claus! Then let us 
tell you what we've got in mind." 

Yes, boys and girls-big and little, young 
and old-that is part of a conversation that 
took place the other day over the private 
wireless -telephone of WGY, the General 
Electric radio station at Schenectady, New 
York, with Santa Claus himself as the other 
speaker! 

And here's what came of it! Santa 
Claus is actually going to talk to you by 
radio! To all of you-that is, to all who 
are able to listen in! And not only one 

night, but every night for a whole week, 
from December 18 to 25 inclusive! Think 
of that! 

And here's an even bigger surprise!-It's 
for the same week I Santa Claris is going 
to introduce all of you to another member 
of his household, someone who hasn't ever 
been heard from before! It's the vivacious, 
jolly little step -daughter of the whiskered 
saint-it's Mary Christmas! 

And Mary Christmas is also going to talk 
by radio to all youngsters on the three last 
nights of the same week, December 22. 23, 
and 24. She's promised to tell just what she 
does in Santa Claus House-how long she's 
lived there and what she thinks about Santa 
Claus and, especially, about boys and girls! 
A special program will be given by WGY on 
Christmas Eve, December 24. 

There's a particular reason why Santa 
Claus and Mary Christmas will give talks 
by radio during the week of December 18, 
to 25. Of course it's Christmas week. But 
it's also National Radio Week, when for 
eight nights steadily more than five hundred 
radio broadcasting stations all over the 
United States will give special programs of 
novel features. 
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Radiograms 
The Latest Important Radio News Briefly Told for the 

Growing Army of Radio Fans 
WGY, broadcasting station of the General Electric Conn. 

easy, Schenectady, New York, has boon heard in ovary 
State in the Union. Although programs have been 

regularly sent from this station for the last nine months, two states 
-Idaho and Nevada-had not been heard from until a few days 
ago. Because of the great confusion caused by so many stations 
operating simultaneously, only such replies naming artists and the 
time heard which accurately check with the WGY log, are con- 
sidered. The greatest points reached in all directions are: 

West.-Oakland, California, 2550 miles; Kingman, Arizona, 2175 
miles; Enterprise, Oregon, 2170 miles; Hillyard, Washington, 2150 
miles; Midas, Nevada, 2200 miles. In a special test, WGY operating 
on its experimental license 2X1, has been heard at Hilo, Territory 
of Hawaii. 

North. --St. johns, Newfoundland, 1075 miles; Calgary, Alberta, 
Canada, 1950 miles. 

East.-By a steamer, 2017 miles in the Atlantic ocean. 
South.-By steamer "Luckenbach," 150 miles south of the Panama 

Canal, or a distance of 2450 miles; Mexico City, 2150 miles; San 
Juan, Porto Rico, 1700 miles; Pela, Honduras, Central America, 
2000 miles. 

* * * 

Arrangements to establish a university extension course for 
the people were made between the Society of Radio Artists 
and Audiences and the Lecture Bureau of the New York Board 
of Education whereby selected lecturers broadcast tabloid lec- 
tures from the WHN station, Ridgewood, Brooklyn, New York. 

* * * 

Another chance for DX fans! Daily transmissions of teleph- 
ony from Konigswusterhausen, Berlin, are on a wave length 
of 2,800 meters, and the times are 6 to 7 a. m., 11 a. m. to 12:30 
noon and 4 to 5:30 p. m., middle European time. 

* * * 

Disabled men will get radio for Christmas. Members of the 
auxiliary of the Bill Brown Post at Sheepshead Bay, New York, 
are devoting considerable time to the welfare of the disabled 
veterans in the Manhattan State Hospital on Ward's Island. 
Through the efforts of this auxiliary the men will be presented 
with a radio set on Christmas Day. Mrs. Mary E. Hartt, presi- 
dent of the auxiliary, arranged with several of the members 
to conduct card parties and social functions for the purpose of 
raising the money necessary for the purchase of the set. The' 
complete outfit will cost $450. 

* * * 
Former Postmaster General Frank H. Hitchcock, who is de- 

voting much of his energy to the wonders of radio these days, 
was the guest of honor at a luncheon at the Bankers' Club, 
New York, to some of his old friends connected with New 
York newspapers, a number of whom are now writing on radio 
subjects. Others who edit the wireless departments of papers 

met him for the first time. The luncheon was given by L S. 
Byers, executive secretary of the American Radio Exposition, 
of which Mr. Hitchcock is president. 

* * * 

One of the radio subjects recently discussed in Chicago and 
Minneapolis was a broadcasting policy designed to initiate and 
support broadcasting programs of the highest type. In this 
connection it is proposed to enlist the active cooperation of 
the public press, educational institutions, boards of trade, 
churches and, what is of utmost importance, to obtain the active 
cooperation and assistance of the users of listening apparatus, 
whose rapidly growing investment in radio equipment makes 
them greatly concerned with the proper maintenance of broad- 
casting. 

* * * 
Mr. and Mrs. Samuel Franklin, of Lansdale, Pa., Mr. and 

Mrs. H. L Shellenberger and daughter, Miss Ethel Shellen- 
berger, recently heard the Tosco of their son and brother 
transfitted through the air from a distance of 1,500 miles. The 
singer is Charles Shellenberger, former baseball pitcher at 
Ursinus College. He is now beys' secretary at the Denver Y. 
M. C. A. He sang at a radio concert in Denver. When Mr. 
Shellenberger, Sr., who is assistant cashier of the First Na- 
tional Bank, received a letter from his son, stating that his 
solo would be broadcast from Denver, the father made ar- 
rangements to "listen in." The singer's voice was heard as if 
it came from an adjoining room. 

* * 

A marriage performed by radio is Illegal, according to a con- 
struction of the Domestic Relations Law by Attorney General 
Newton, in New York State. The words, "in the presence," 
in the law mean an actual and not a constructive presence, the 
Attorney General held. The question was raised by the pro- 
posal to have a San Francisco clergyman broadcast the ritual 
to contracting parties in Grand Central Palace, New York City, 
the bride and groom broadcasting their responses. 

* * * 
The sixteenth radio station for the Air Mail -Service has been 

put in operation by the United States Post Office Department. 
* * * 

It is nothing new for the Boy Scouts to use radio apparatus. 
Various troops long ago made and purchased receiving instru- 
ments, and even before the advent of broadcasting the scouts 
numbered among them some well-known radio amateurs. Now 
that broadcasting is here, however, they are finding new fields 
for the use of the radio. Instead of using it only for their own 
instruction and recreation, as they virtually were compelled to 
do in the days when only code could be heard, now they are 
placing it before others who need to enjoy the radiotelephone 
but for obvious reasons are unable to do so. 

New Noninterfering Detector by H. P. Donle 
HP. DONLE, radio inventor and experimenter, after years 
of research and the building and study of thousands of 

bulbs, has developed a new vacuum tube. This tube is an ex- 
ceedingly sensitive -detector. Without regeneration, Mr. Donle 
claims it gives responses as loud as a good regenerator using 
the usual grid form of tube. Used in a plain circuit, it cannot 
produce interfering oscillations; it consequently should be 
strongly welcomed in broadcasting circles. 

Mr. Donle's tube is known as an intensifying detector. It 
contains no grid. One form uses a short straight filament 
above which is supported a trough -shaped collector electrode. 
Under the filament is a main anode consisting of a piece of 
metallic sodium. The best circuit is shown in the diagram re- 
produced herewith. The action of the tube involves controlled 
ionization and a peculiar construction which gives not only ex- 
treme sensitiveness, but stability of adjustment. 

This tube has been tried out. Its sensitiveness in a plain 
receiver, if anything, is claimed to be a little higher than that 
of a good U -V 201 in a high-grade regenerator. It is also 
claimed that they are incapable of radiating so as to produce 
interference. 

At the meeting of the Institute of Radio Engineers, held at 
the Engineering Societies Building, 29 West 39th street, New 
York City, on December 20, Mr. Donle described the new tubes 
and showed them in operation. 

schematic diagram et tar. Dade. Bow tabs, sheen« trearkellemil 
collector electrode. 
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Radio and the Woman 
Crystal D. Tector Tunes in with a Variety of Radio Topics on 

Matters of Interest to the Gentler Sex 
DID it ever occur to any of the young women reading this 

department that a number of you who are talented 
could apply to the broadcasting station in your vicinity 

and be heard over the air? just imagine what your friends will 
say when they hear something like the following being broad- 
cast from station XXZ: "Miss So and So will now render a 
selection from 'Traviata'? Miss So and So is one of the grow- 
ing number of women radioiste." Wouldn't they just die of 
envy? And look at the publicity you would get at the next 
meeting of the Neighborhood Sewing Association. 

* * * 

IWONDER why the Hairdressers' Association doesn't put up 
a resolution to change the term, "permanent wave," to the 

up-to-date radio term, "continuous wave." Imagine their ad- 
vertisements then-something like this: "Continuous wave. 
Guaranteed by the latest methods. Only $50.00." 

* * * 

ISEE where those French hussies are trying to get their 
names in the paper all the time 1 Their latest fad is to carry 

a parasol with a receiving set in the handle. Well, we'll have 
to go them one better. What modiste is going to be the first 
to name the "Chapeau Radio"? Then we could listen to 
the broadcasting while shopping with one of the latest creations 
on our heads. 

* * * 

FRIEND HUSBAND tried to pick a quarrel with me the 
other morning-in an entirely new and original way. He 

said that I forgot to turn off the filament current on the set! 
Imagine that, when I distinctly remember that he was the last 
one to listen in. 

AT last the neighbors have stopped borrowing my phones. 
I designed a plug that won't fit their set, and they can't use 

them any more. 
* * * 

AND I have also hit on the ideal way to make the wash - 
woman hurry up. Mine happens to be colored; and, like 

many colored folks, she is slow. I took my loud -speaker and 

put it near the kitchen door, turned it on, and, as luck would 
have it, WGI was broadcasting a particularly lively jazz. It 
worked fine. She had the wash done almost an hour and a 
quarter earlier, and remarked when leaving: "Dem dare radios 
sure do put lots of pep into a pusson, missy." 

* * * 

I'VE a surprise for you. Of course, you mustn't tell anybody 
that I told you this, but there is a big hairdressing establish- 

ment in this city that is going to have a radio set in it with a 
loud -speaker in every booth so that everybody (men included) 
who ask to have their permanent wave developed may have 
something to listen to besides a lot of shop talk about hirsute 
adornment. I know this will be a treat; because, from my 
experience, I am fully convinced that I know more about the 
care of the hair than any four hairdressers put together. 

* * * 

fWENT radio bargain -hunting with a friend the other day. Just 
as I was entering the radio department my friend spied some 

imported lacey house -dresses at a really astounding price. Well, 
Friend Husband will have to wait for those vernier rheostats until 
next week. It really would have been a shame to let that oppor- 
tunity go-don't you think? 

* * * 
AN anxious mother writes me that since a certain little boy- 

"Johnnie"-acquired a new set as a birthday present she has 
trouble getting him to bed at night, and that his excuse is that all 
the long-distance stations don't come on until after the local broad- 
casters have closed up. She wants to know if this is so and if I 
will advise some remedy. Well, I am not sure; but, as the young 
man seems to have acquired the habits generally attributed to 
"night owls," the only remedy I can suggest is to let him sleep all 
day so that he can listen all night. As you probably know, a "night 
owl" is generally incurable, and it is but wasted time on the part 
of certain physicians to insist that every one needs at least eight 
hours' sleep each night A "night owl's" inherent determination 
recognizes no doctor-only his own desire to get the most distant 
points possible. And, of course, from what I have heard, this is 
most probable in the "wee sma' hours." 

QRM Preventers 
By Patrick Nichols 

Quizzes and Queer Remarks 
a Ham MUST Hear! 

WHAT does that thingamajig 
do?' 

"Can't you get an opera on?" 
"Why isn't PJX on to -night?" 
"I came over especially to hear 

Havana." 
"Why is a spark station?" 
'Won't you teach little Willie the code. 

He's such a bright boy, I'm sure he will 
learn quickly?" 

"Say Bill, let's try this hook-up, 
Willya" 

"Why ain't it working?" 
"Can you show me how to do it?" 
"I've got a friend out in California. 

Can you connect me with him?" 
"Is a wireless wave anything like a 

permanent wave?" 
"Can't you make it any louder?" 
"Surely, you didn't make it all yourself. 

I can't believe it." 
"Does it come through the air?" 

* e * 

Radio Hams We Meet 
THE fellow who goes "up in the air" 

when you sit down to his set and 
disturb the pet adjustment that took him 
all of one -tenth of la second to make, and 

then goes around threatening to lock up 
his set so that no one can touch it. 
Augh! The first hundred years are the 
hardestl You get used to them by that 
time! 

* * * 

Signing Off! 
IF the rheostat offers resistance will the 

lightning arrester? 
If the battery gets "charged" will the 

crystal detector? 
How can I stop WJZ from coming in 

so loud. 
If we'll all have to learn to talk French 

when we get in daily communication with 
Parisian amateurs, or if they will have to 
learn English? * * * 

Famous Sayings of Radioists 
I'LL get this thing fixed to -night or bust 

it so no one elsell ever fix it." 
"I'm not kiddin' you! Fact, I heard him 

say PWX as plain as I hear you-and on 
the loud -speaker, too." 

"I don't know-it never did this before." 
"Oh! I haven't any time for girls now; 

I'm building a new set." 
"And the funny part of it is, I didn't 

have the aerial connected." 
"Say, did you every try-?" 
"Oh, say, have you just discovered that? 

I used to do that back in 1913, with a crystal 
set." 

* * * 

Has It Ever Happened to You? 
night was cool, the moon was full, THE not a cloud was in the sky; 

The folks sat round the radio set-to get 
signals, he did try 1 

The folks had come from out of town-best 
type of country cousin; 

But the dad-blamed-onery-junk-he couldn't 
even get it buzzin l 

And needless to say that inside of an hour 
he had every piece of apparatus out and 
back again, and couldn't locate the trouble 
until the morning sun showed his aerial 
grounded. 

* * * 

A Boy's Work 
Description of Regeaeratibls Receiver on 

Radio World Front Cover, This Week 
THE photograph on the front cover of 

this issue of Remo WORLD shows how 
Young America is taking up radio. David 
Orgain, a youngster of thirteen summers, is 
photographed putting the finishing touches 
on a single -circuit regenerative receiver of 
his own construction. You will notice that 
he is using the familiar hook-up in which 
the rotor of the coupler-which, by the way, 
is bank wound for reception up to 3,0 
meters-acts as the tickler. While the panel 
is made of wood, and there is nothing 
elaborate about the set, it is certain that 
when it was finished some good DX work 
was done on it. 
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(C. "P. & A. Photos") 
(Above) The human voice photographed. A new dsvics known as the patio-pbotophasw has 
been perfected by Charles A. Houk of the General Electric Company" It permits the photo- 
grnphing of the human voice and reproducing it, not as a picture but ae the actual sound of 
the voice itself. A reproduction from the Horde machine was declared perfect after several 
experiments. It is regarded sa the apparatus which will make talking movies a successful 
reality and has introduced into radio broadcasting an entirely new element-tbs possibility 
of making a master record from which copies can be made and reproduced In the four 
earners of the world. Mr. Maxie (at right) is shown demonstrating the machine and inciden- 
tally taking an indelible lasting record of the voice of the man standing before the reproducer. 

(C. Kadel & Herbert) 
(Above) A laud -speaker with the aid of your electric heater. Try this and see 1f it doesn't make 
a fine loud -speaker. Take your electric heater and place your receiver sa shown In the 
photograph. You will be surprised at the results. It may be carried out with an old dishpan 
or any parabolic metallic object large enough to throw the sound. If you desire to use the 
beater, be sure that you don't turn on the heat, or disastrous results may ensue. You will 
kayo to do a little experimenting to find the bast location to hang the phone so that it will 
throw the sound, as simply hanging it before the beater will not do. It is beet, perhaps, if 
hung Ida inches from the heater or when placed almost before its caster. Only experimenting 
can tan, as is the rr re of all heaters and dishpans you have to take into consideration 

ferent thicknesses of the metal need. 
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(C. Wide World Photos) 

(C. Wide World Photos) 
(Above) Room above the Great Hall of the College oft e 

concert given by the Philharmonic Orchestra was treasdti 
of the American Tel. and Tel. Company. Left to rides d 

'rick D. Robisso., director la dare 
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(Above) The new radio broadcasting duties to 
the basemaat of the Capitol of the United statue, 
Washington, D. C., which broadcast the Pre i - 
dent% .p..ch before Consreua recently. Thn is 
the first dine In history that the general pub- 
lic has been able to hoar a Prodded addressing 
Congress. This is one of the most important 
improvements that has been mode in the radio 
field lately, as It practically puts the Executive 
of this great nation In personal tones with all 

tha people. 

(Right) J. H. Ridley, chid 
teat room operator of Burn - 
dent, Ltd., Blackheath, radio 
enginer. of London, Eaglea& 
who while listening to ea W 
receiver hoard no fewer than 
nine America wireless ama- 
teur statism talkhg b one 
another, and also a broadcast 
concert In America This is 
the first time ea record that 

whirlers concert in America 
has been beard la Eagles. 
Photograph shown Operator 

Ridley at hie eta. 
of New York, from which the 

le the radio breademeng station 
elestrinn and Pnfe.ssr lred- 

(C. Kadel & Herbert) 
(Above) Radio music while speeding sixty miles an hour. Many of us think that radie on 

fast-gskag train needs little equipment but here's as «ample of hew many battorise an used 
ea a D. L. & W. Buffalo pdd that hangs to rdio manie far the pammgers. 

(Above) Ed Wynn. bsswn to all theatregoers se The Perfect Pear is a pions radle fa 
This is his sera mehr -car radio egoipp d, Nod the aped aerial 

(C. Wide World Photos) 
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With the DX Night Owls 
Who Can Beat This ? 

Ej DITOR, RADIO WORLD: I am not claim- 
ing a record, but I have all those beat 

that I have seen. I have a home-made 
regenerative set, with two -stage amplifier, 
using honeycomb coils. Can't be beat! I 
hear WGR, Buffalo, New York; KDKA, 
Pittsburgh; WSB, Atlanta; WMAT, 
Duluth, Minnesota; WOC, Davenport, 
Iowa; KSD, St Louis; WFAA, Dallas, 
Texas; WBAP, Fort Worth, Texas; 
WEAY, Houston, Texas; KDYX, Hono- 
lulu, Hawaii, and enough stations in moun- 
tain and Pacific time districts and in Canada 
to run my list to over a hundred stations 
broadcasting concerts. Let's hear from 
some one who has this beat.-N. E. Parr, 
Albany, Oregon. 

* * * 

Get Your Knees Wet j DITOR, RAnio WORLD: With the dia- 
gram of connection I enclose, I have 

done some remarkable work. I can get 
Newark (WJZ) almost every night. Out 
here we have some very funny weather at 
times-that is, so far as radio goes. Some- 
times everything will breeze along fine. 
Then, the same day, you won't be able to 
get anything worth talking about They 
don't seem to fade; they just don't come in. 
At first, I thought it was my set; but by 
comparing notes with a couple of other 
amateurs around town, I find that they have 
the same trouble. 

I have put a variometer in series with my 
coupler. Although it is not absolutely 
necessary to the circuit, I find that it gives 
me much sharper tuning. I am using a 
home-made coupler modeled after the all - 
wave, and I'll say that bank winding is no 
cinch. 

This hook-up is very selective and you 
have to get used to the tricks bf it before 
you can get any definite results. With this 
circuit working properly and a good clear 
night, remarkable work has been done by a 
number of fellows out this way. In tuning 
this set, you have to get used to using the 
rotor of this coupler as a regenerator. On 
some stations, this is rather tricky because 
where you may get one station at 10 de- 
grees another on the same wave length may 
come in around 160 degrees. I have over- 
come this to some extent by the use of the 
variometer and the variable condenser in the 

V 
001, Schematic design of Mr. Jack 

Lyons, Tucson, Arizona, who 
signs himself "Grand -daddy of 
Night Owls," end described in 

his letter. 

The Editors ed RADIO WORLD will he 
Weaned to receive sketches of book -ups of 
the various "DX Night Owls" ;coding d 
records, with a view of publishing then;. 

Other letters from the DX "bugs" will ha 
published from week to week-The Editor. 

secondary circuit. I find that it works well 
without the secondary condenser; but, as 
the variometer, it all tends to make the tun- 
ing more selective. 

With this hook-up and a fairly soft tube 
with variable B -voltage (which, by the way, 
is very necessary) I have no trouble m 
bringing in WJZ, WGM, and a score of 
others. 

"Step up and get your knees wet with 
this one I" is my motto. Come on you DX 
boys.-Jack Lyons, Tucson, Arizona, "Gran - 
daddy of Night Owls." 

* * 

An Idaho Record j DITOR, RADIO WORLD: Having noticed 
in a recent issue of RADIO WORLD that 

a radioist in Chicago had been getting un- 
usual results I wish to submit my report 
When using but one old -type Cunningham 
audiotron with an inverted -L aerial 45 feet 
high and 110 feet long, directed to the east, 
I have heard the following stations: 

KFAF, Denver; KDYL, KZN, Salt 
Lake; KFI, KWH, Los Angeles (KFI 
every night for a week) ; KLP, Los Altos, 
California; WBAP, Fort Worth, Texas 
(very clear music at about 7 p. m.) ; KFV, 
Yaking, Washington; KFZ, Spokane, Wash- 
ington; KGO, Portland, Oregon; WHB, 
Kansas City, Missouri, and Calgary, 
Canada. 

Close tuning is done with an aerial con- 
ductor and a grid conductor. - Kenneth 
Jones',; Blackfoot, Idaho. 

* * * 

Connections Not Soldered 

EDITOR, 
RADIO WORLD: I am 

sending my receiving record of the 
-past month. I am using a home-made 
set built by a friend and myself. None 
of its connections is soldered. It con- 
sists of a vario -coupler, variometer, 43 - 
plate variable condenser, and two stages 
of amplification. 

The first record I want to mention I 
received on my inside aerial which is 
32 feet long. On this aerial I received 
WOC, Davenport, Iowa; KBAP, Fort 
Worth, Texas; WHB, Kansas City, 
Missouri, very plainly. The stations that 
I have received on my outside aerial, 
which is 100 feet long and 25 feet high 
are as follows: KZN, Salt Lake City, 
Utah; KWH, KFI and KHJ, Los 
Angeles. KHJ has been received so 
loud I have heard it all over my house on 
a King amplitone. WBL, Anthony, 

0 
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Kansas, also very clear. WHB and 
WDAF, Kansas City, Missouri; KFBB, 
Havre, Montana; KFAA, Dallas, Texas; 
WOI, Ames, Iowa; 6XB, San Francisco, 
and KSD, St. Louis. I have received also 
the following stations in Canada: CFAC, 
Calgary (very plainly)) also CSCN 
Calgary; CJSC and CJCD, Toronto; and 
CJCG, Winnipeg. 

Here's hoping I soon hear KDKA and 
WJZ, and then I will be very much sat- 
isfied with my set.-George C. Franz, 268 
South Clarkson Street, Denver, Col- 
orado. 

* * * 

From Troy, New York 
EDITOR, RADIO WoaLD: I am using 

honeycomb coils and three tubes 
with jacks. I noticed the records in RADIO 
WORLD. Here is mine: 

WNAC, WDAP, WOS, WDAF, WSO, 
WLB, WHAS, WGR, WAAH, WIN, 
WEP, NOF, WJAX, WHB, KSD, 
WGM, 9XN (9XJ, WRM), WSB, 
WDAF, WWJ, WOC, WOH, KYW, 
KDKA, WLW, WBR, WEAK, WPO, 
WRB, WRS, WUR, WAAP, WNAO, 
WHAG, WWI, WMAM, WSP, WNG, 
WSC, KYS, KOW, KDOC, KDOS, 
KDOW, KDKC, KDBC, KDA WDOD, 
NNE, NNK, NOM, WHAL, WBA, 
WAR, KWZ, WDAK, POZ, WBAD, 
and WDAP on November 9, 16, 19, 28, 
and December 4. 

I have a large number of other nearby 
and distant stations including amateur. 

The ARRL call, November 30, was 
heard at noon. No call number was' 
received. 

Wireless on ships and land at a dis- 
tance of 1,500 miles have been beard.- 
E. B. Missenger, Route 3, Troy, N. Y. 

* * * 

Doesn't Claim a Record 
EDITOR, RADIO WD: Having oºLread 

the various records set up by 
different radio "bugs," I thought I would 
send in mine. I don't claim a record as 
I have pals here doing the same thing 
every night, but I do think I have Mr. 
Merklein beat a little, as I am 75 or 100 
miles farther northeast I hear the fol- 
lowing station with a home set: 

WOC, Davenport, Iowa; KSD, St. 
Louis; WHB, Kansas City, Missouri; 
WOS, Jefferson City, Missouri; KYW, 
Chicago; WGAS, Chicago; WDAP, Chi- 
cago; WMAQ, Chicago; WLK, Indian- 
apolis; WHAS, Louisville, Kentucky; 
WWJ, Detroit; WJAX, Cleveland; 
WDAJ, College Park, Georgia; WSB, At- 
lanta; WGM, Atlanta; PWX, Havana, 
Cuba; CKAC, Montreal, Canada; WGR, 
Buffalo; WHAZ, Troy; WHAM, Roches- 
ter, New York; WLW, Cincinnati; 
WNAC, Boston; WGI, Medford Hill- 
side, Massachusetts; WBZ, Springfield, 
Massachusetts; WGY and QXI, Schenec- 
tady, New York, and a great number in 
Philadelphia, Washington, New Jersey, 
Pennsylvania and other New York sta- 
tions.-Herbert L. Wheeler, 10 Lincoln 
avenue, Milford, Conn. Station 1 BUW. 

* * * 

32 Stations in 2 Hrs., 45 Min. 
EDITOR, RADIO WORLD: December 

4th, beginning at 8 o'clock p. m., I 
started in to see how many phone sta- 
tions I could get on my home-made re- 
generative set, using only one bulb. At 
exactly 10:45 o'clock, I had heard and 
listed 32 stations. I listed them as I 
received them. It must be remembered 
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Sawmills design of Mr. Bart A. Wright's iooka> A Workrite coupler Y used. The tickler toms M 
degrees. The primary condenser is very critical. A vernier may be used to advantage. The tuning 
is dear with tickler between maximum and minimum. All liming is done with primary coadene'r. 

that this was accomplished in only 2 
hours and 45 minutes. 

Other stations were still coming in 
when I quit. No doubt this number 
would have been increased from 5 to 10 
more, if I had set up later. I had a list 
of 125 phone stations that I had heard 
at different times. It has been almost 
two months since I last listed in it. I 
was getting so many stations I did not 

* 

Good for Dry -Cell Set 
EDITOR 

RADIO Worth : I have a "pea- 
nut -tube" regenerative set with no 

amplification. Since November 25 I 
have heard distinctly Minneapolis, Chi- 
cago, Atlanta, St. Louis, Kansas City 
and Denver. I consider this very good 
for a dry -cell set. My set is something 
like Mr. William A. Bruno's set in RADIO 
WORLD, No. 30, dated October 21. I 
also use the 22X -volt B battery. I use 
a vario -coupler bank wound with 150 
turns, 11 -plate variable condenser, vernier - 
filament rheostat, grid condenser, grid 
leak, and W -D 11 aeriotron tube. I in- 
tend to add one stage of amplification 
and note the results that follow.-J. E. 
Bradley, Justin, Texas. 

* * * 

6BNQ Tunes In 
EDITOR, RADIO WoaL.D: In RADIO 

Woman, No. 36, dated December 
2, Mr. E. Sherow, New York, claims 
the record for 1 -tube DX reception. I 
think I have him beat. Here is my list 
to date: 

WBAY, New York City, good; WGY, 
Schenectady, New York, faint; KDKA, 
Pittsburgh, good; KOV, Pittsburgh, 
good; WSB, Atlanta, Georgia, good; 
WOC, Davenport, Iowa, loud; WOI, 
Ames, Iowa, good; WHB, Kansas City, 

take time to make a record of them all. 
Listing the 32 stations was not diffi- 

cult. I have received stations from al- 
most every State in the United States, 
also Cuba. My hook-up is my own, so 
far as I know. I am giving it here for 
other owls to try out. The closest sta- 
tion received on December 4 was 90 
miles. Come on and wade in, DX.- 
Earl A. Wright, Cole Camp, Missouri. 

* * 

Missouri, good; WBAP, Fort Worth, 
Texas, good; KLZ, Denver, Colorado, 
good; KFAF, Denver, Colorado, good; 
WFAA, Dallas, Texas, good; KOB, State 
College, New Mexico, good; KZN, Salt 
Lake, loud; KDYL, Salt Lake, loud; 
KFBF, Butte, Montana, good; KDYS, 
Great Falls, Montana, good; KFBJ, 
Boise, Idaho, good; KGG, Portland, Ore- 
gon, loud; KGW, Portland, Oregon, 
good; WOAT, San Antonio, Texas, good. 

This is not the complete list-only sta- 
tions over 400 miles away. My receiver 
is a home-made Grebe CR -5 with de- 
tector only. The aerial is 35 feet high 
and 50 feet long, 3 -wire inverted L. 
Please publish this and give other "bugs" 
something to think about.-Merle Schill- 
ing, Opr. 6BNQ, Box 297, Beaumont, 
California. 

Timely N. R. W. Hint 
EDITOR, 

RADIO Woal.D:-Could not 
the broadcasting and amateur sta- 

tions be pressed into service to advertise 
National Radio Week? May I suggest 
that you mail a few letters along this 
line to start things going. I am for Na- 
tional Radio Week and do not want to 
overlook anything that will help the good 
cause.-R. C. Connor, 931 North Fourth 
Street, Camden, New Jersey. 

Why Magnavox is the 
Reproducer Supreme 

OFFICIAL tests with 
the oscillograph prove 

that the Magnavox elec- 
tro -dynamic receiver re- 
produces incoming wave 
forms with maximum ac- 
curacy. 

The Magnavox can be 
used with any receiving 
set-the better the set, 
the more Magnavox can 
do for you. 

When you purchase a 
Magnavox you possess 
an instrument of the very 
highest quality and effi- 
ciency. 

R-2 Magnavox Radio 
with 18 -inch horn 

(as illustrated) 

This instrument is intend- 
ed for those who wish the 
utmost in amplifying power ; 

for clubs, hotels, dance halls, 
large audiences, etc. It re- 
quires only .6 of an ampere 
for the field. 

Price $85.00 

R-3 Magnavox Radio 
with 14 -inch horn 

The ideal instrument for 
use in homes, offices, ama- 
teur stations, etc. Same in 
principle and construction as 
Type R-2. Price $45.00 

Model C Magnavox 
Power Amplifier 

For use with the Magna- 
vox Radio and insures get- 
ting the largest possible 
power input. 

2 -stage $ 80.00 
3 -stage 110.00 

Magnavox products can be 
had of good dealers every- 
where. 

THE MAGNAVOX CO. 
Oakland, California 

N. Y. offices ils si we& Ave 
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Latest Radio Patents f 

To Detect Minute Values of Energy 
Earl C. Hanson and Wendell L. Carlson Put 

dyning to Important Use 

"gr 

JIY 

X 
Figure 1 shows diagrammatically the invention utilised for the reception of *radio signals. Figure 

2 shows the invention adapted for measuring the luminosity el a aouree of light 

Hetero- 

No. 1,417,E Patented November 26, 1122. Pat- 
entees: Earl C. Hanson and Wendell L. 

Carbon, New York City 
TWO of the foremost radio ex- 

perimenters in the United States 
have been granted letters of patent on 
what seems to be an entirely new method 
of detecting and amplification of radio 
currents-an invention to provide suitable 
apparatus for detecting slight variations 

Kills Undesired Oscillations 
No. 1,437,1¢1. Patented November 24, 1122. Pat- 

entee: John C. Schallang, East Orange, N. J. 
AN invention to prevent vacuum tube 

systems from generating undesired 
oscillations. It is particularly applicable 
in the case of radio -transmission systems 
utilizing electron discharge devices hav- 
ing plate, grid, and filament electrodes for 
transmitting electromagnetic waves of 
high power. 

In such vacuum tube systems, espe- 
cially systems comprising a plurality of 
high power tubes in parallel, troublesome 
oscillations of undesired frequencies often 
occur. In many instances these oscilla- 
tions are of a frequency much higher 
than the frequencies normally used in 
signaling. These undesired oscillations 
often result in failures to operate at the 

in the frequency of an oscillating current. 
The fundamental principle on which this 
invention is based is the "heterodyning" 
of two or more oscillating electric cur- 
rents to produce a beat, the frequency of 
which will be determined by the natural 
constants of the circuits and the external 
influence of an interference acting upon 
one of the circuits. 

proper frequency, or in the capricious 
alternation of the frequency from one 
value to another, particularly during 
modulation. In some cases, these exceed- 
ingly high -frequency oscillations man- 
ifest themselves by periodic or irregular 
variations or phenomena which occur at 
lower frequencies or irregular periods re- 
spectively. In certain cases, waves or 
impulses occur of such frequencies as to 
produce audible sounds which are espe- 
cially objectionable. These high -fre- 
quency waves may cause excessive 
differences of potential between certain 
closely placed parts of the apparatus. 

Where undesired oscillations occur as 
a result of a cyclic transfer of energy 
through several tubes, it may be possible 
to prevent these by including inductances 
in the circuits of one or more but not of 
all of the 'tubes. Hence from a broad 
aspect this invention is not limited to the 
use of the inductances in the circuits of 

la Figure 1. Reference character 1 designates a tuned radio -frequency antenna -circuit, which b seaphd 
magnetically to the resanaat circuit z Tb. theradoale vacuum -tube amplifier 2 kite its hest aea- 
aacted te a circuit 2 and its output connected to the input winding 4 of the well-known magnetic 

aN11a. 

every tube of a parallel group. The use 
of the words, "plate, grid, and filament" 
in describing the elements of discharge 
devices are to be understood in their gen- 
eric sense as referring to anode, control, 
and cathode electrodes of any form and 
construction. 

It is to be hoped that if this system of 
Mr. Schelleng's comes into general use; 
it will allow more powerful stations to 
operate at a closer wave -length range 
without causing the interference that is 
now so noticeable. 

* * * 

Pictures by Radio 
No. 1,416,474. Patented, November riri,, 1122. Pat- 

entee: Magus Hermod Petersen, Cbrtatiasa, 
Norway 

MR. PETERSEN'S invention is in- 
tended for the transmission by 

radio of pictures, writings, or other 
similar matter. In this device, part of 
the current circuit of an alternating cur- 
rent generator connected to the transmis- 
sion leads is short-circuited by means of 
a contact arrangement, which is so 
actuated by means of the writing at the 

Diagrammatic Wustratiaa of a form of Mr. 
Petersen's tnventbs, located la the sending stadium. 

sending station, that the short circuiting 
is started or interrupted by means of a 
contact needle passing over the written 
lines. His method is also adapted 
for solving the wireless synchronizing 
problem. The inventor claims that by his 
method of transmitting photographs by 
radio, perfect detail is maintained and 
that, according to the advance in radio- 
photography it has been the most difficult 
phase of development in the new science. 
to perfect. 

How to Buy 
WHEN you decide to buy an auto- 

mobile, you don't just go out and 
buy the first one you come across. You 
look at a number of them and then 
decide on the one you think will give 
you the best service for the money you 
spend. Then, why do you buy radio 
goods and sets just the opposite? Don't 
take the first thing that the salesman 
offers you and then be dissatisfied and 
grumble about getting "stuck." Buy 
radio goods as if you were buying a 
motor -car. Determine just how much 
money you can afford to spend-and 
then get the best set you can within your 
nrirt. 
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Hoover May "Control the Air" 
He Asks for That Power in Appeal from United States 

Courts Order to License New York 
Radio Company 

ON another page of this issue of RADIO 
WoaLc, Mr. Carl H. Butman, our Wash- 

ington correspondent, contributes a timely ar- 
ticle based on the suggestion of Herbert C. 
Hoover, Secretary of Commerce, that radio 
legislation is urgently needed in the United 
States. This action may be stimulated by 
a suit just filed in the United States Court 
of Appeals. Washington, D. C. It seems 
that after having its hands tied for over a 
year, so far as the regulation and the con- 
trol of radio communication between the 
several States and foreign countries are 
concerned, the United States Government 
has begun a fight in the Court of Appeals 
of the District of Columbia for a decision 
which will place Secretary Hoover in "con- 
trol of the air." 

On behalf of Secretary Hoover, District 
Attorney Peyton Gordon and Assistant Dis - 

Radio Compass Uses 
Should There Be Another War, It Will 

Play an Important Part 
RADIO compass receivers, it is claimed, 

will be instruments of great importance 
in warfare. Any radio transmission of the 
enemy's fleet, for example, is subject to re- 
ception; and if so received, the direction 
from which it comes can be determined and 
the approximate location of the fleet, or 
ship, determined. For this reason it is prac- 
tical, in war time, to keep the amount of 
radio traffic at an absolute minimum, using 
it only when absolutely necessary and then 
restricting the power used to that required 
for the communication carried on. The 
radio compass may be used also for locating 
hidden radio -transmitting stations on la 

As in other branches of science and en- 
gineering, the practical application of radio 
compasses has been accompanied by a num- 
ber of difficulties and has required an enor- 
mous amount of research and development 
work to perfect a working system. This 
work has centered mostly on determining the 
type of transmitted signals which lends it- 
self best to accurate bearings and to means 
for improving the calibration of the compass 
receivers. It has been found, for example, 
that the calibration, even of a fixed station 
with no moving objects nearby, it not per- 
manent and must be corrected from time to 
time. 

The compass receiver usually has more 
amplification than the receiver operating on 
a flat -top antenna, since the voltage gener- 
ated in a loop is usually less than in an an- 
tenna. 

The directive properties of a loop. are 
applicable to forms of reception other than 
compass work. and are frenitently used for 
ordinary radio -reception work in vicinities 
where there are a number of transmitting 
stations. Rotating the loop makes it possi- 
ble to secure maximum signal -strength from 
any one of a number of stations, provided 
they are not on the same line. 

That Armstrong Circuit 
So much interest has been displayed In the 

special ankle. 'TESTED INVENTION OP 
MAJOR ARMSTRONG AMPLIFIES SET 100,0011 

TRIPS by John Rent that appeared in RADIO 
WORLD No. 13, dated June 14. 1972. the publisher 
decided to put aside a number of copies for Mom 
who were not able to get this issue when pub 
limbed. Copies will be sent, postpaid. on receipt 
et eke or send in your subacrtptton, 116.0l for one 
year (92 issues). 13.00 six months, er 1 30 these 
months. and eub.criptios will be started with the 
Mime containingthe article about Major Arm- 
strong's Amptifer.-RADIO WORLD. 1493 Broad 
way. 

trict Attorney Vernon West argued that 
Justice Wendell P. Stafford of the District 
of Columbia Supreme Court had erred in 
compelling Mr. Hoover to renew the license 
of the Inter -City Radio Company, Inc., to 
operate a high-powered commercjal wireless 
station at 110 West Fortieth Street, New 
York City, and also to fix a wave length at 
which the company might operate without 
inter ferring with messages from nearby sta- 
tions. 

The license of the Inter -City Company 
expired on September 22, 1921, and Mr. 
Hoover refused to renew it, acting on the 
theory that the law vested him with discre- 
tionary power in that respect. Complaints 
had been made by the radio communication 
services of the Government and others that 
it was impossible for their stations to send 
or receive messages while the Inter -City 
plant was working. 

The appellate court took the case under 
advisement. 

Don't overcharge your battery. That 
is as bad as letting it stand without 
charging. 
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THE POST SOLDERING IRON 
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Sustain Radio Injunction 
Superior Court Reaffirms Decision to 

Stop "Bad -Faith" Radio Advertising 
THE Appellate Division of the Supreme 

Court of the State of New York has 
confirmed the lower court's decision grant- 
ing an injunction to the Freed-Eisemann 
Radio Corporation in its suit against the 
Wireless Specialty Apparatus Company. 
The injunction was sought to prevent the 
Wireless Specialty Apparatus Company from 
advertising and circularizing certain state- 
ments made in regard to radio patents. 

This decision has a very important bear- 
ing, and is the first step in the solution of 
a great many patent tangles resulting from 
the sudden growth of radio., 

Interesting developments are expected as 
a result of this decision in connection with 
the claim of the Freed-Eisemann Radio 
Corporation for $150,000 damages, alleged 
to have been suffered by them as a result 
of the patent warning advertisments inserted 
in various papers, and in restraint of which 
the injunction was granted. 

Business Is Fine 
RADIO business is quite normal. It 

is the large number of retailers, 
manufacturers and jobbers that make 
conditions bad, says "The Mail," New 
York. The situation may be compared to 
the large number of thirty men standing 
about a good sized pail of water. 
Although the pail is large enough for 
ordinary purposes, there is not enough 
water in it to go around. As a result 
some of the thirsty ones remain thirsty. 
As the sifting down process of the radio 
industry continues the time will come 
shortly when there will be plenty of 
business for those who are able to last. 
The industry is simply adjusting itself. 
Although the retail trade is picking up 
splendidly, the good effects have not yet 
been felt by the jobber and the 
manufacturer to any great extent. After 
the Christmas period perhaps the manu- 
facturers will get their share. 

A Condenser for Superaccu- 
rate Tuning 

THE Hammarlund Vernier Condenser was de- 
signed by experts and is manufactured by a 

concern twelve years in the business. The pat- 
ented vernier -control moves the rotor plates by 
as little as 1 -50th of a degree on the condenser 
scale, and is arranged to eliminate all inter- 
ference due to body capacity. It is therefore 
possible to get on the exact wave necessaryto 
receive at maximum efficiency, without the st 
interference from other stations broadcasting on 
the same wave length at the same time. 

Its construction is so rugged that capacities at 
given settings always remain constant, making 
it impossible for it to get out of calibration, 
even though abused. The plates are the Bureau 
of Standards straight-line wave -length type, 
most suitable for wave -meter work. The ca- 
pacity increases at a uniform rate and makes 
the most critical adjustments possible. The 
plates will withstand the high voltage used in 
transmission work and cannot become short-cir- 
cuited. 

The Electrical Testing Laboratory certifies an 
insulation resistance of 15.000 megohms, min- 
imizing leakage and power loss; a phase differ- 
ence of less than .01 at 750,000 cycles; and a zero 
capacity almost too small to be measured. 

Fifty-two issues for .6.00. Sub. De- 
....e..,.wf DaAin Wallet 1401 neweelmew 

New Firms and Corpora- 
tions 

(The firms eked cwporafioas sueisfisud in 
these Mamie can be readied by coasslwkei- 
cating toith the attorneys, whose addrearea 
ore given wileisever possible.) 

Hause Battery and Auto Electric Corporation, 
Jamestown, $20000; F. E. Roth, F. E. Reuse, G. 
H. Zillig, Jr. (Attorney, W. B. Grandison, James- 
town, N. Y.) 

Alcon Electrical Supply Company, Manhattan, 
$7,100; J. H. Lyons, E. Dimin, M. Driscoll. (At- 
torney, S. B. Cardozo, 30 East 42d St., New York.) 

Westchester Radio Distributing Corporation, 
Mamaroneck, N. Y. 

E. R. Lemanquais Company, Plainfield, N. J. 
electrical engineers; K. N. Lemanquais, Harold 
Lemanquais, E. Ross Lemanquais, Plainfield, 
N. J. 

General Electrical Protection, Brooklyn, burglar 
alarms, systems, $5,000; E. S. Depsaquale, S. 
Ale..ander. (Attorney P. L. F. Sablatino, 291 
Broadway, New York.) 

Oranola Radio Corporation, Wilmington, Del., 
manufacture talking machines, $1,000,000. (Cor- 
poration Service Co.). 

G. & G. Electrical Corporation, Glens Falls, 
contractors, $10,000; S. and W. L Ginsburg,A. 
A. Goracoff. (Attorney, J. McPhillips, lens 
Falls, N. Y.). 

Bajon Electric Corporation, Wilmington, Del., 
mecanical and electrical apparatus, $500,000. 
(Corporation Trust Co. of America). 

Crowther Electric Company, 310 Main Ave., 
San Antonio, Tex. 

Electric Fixture & Radio Corporation, 234 Sixth 
Ave., North Nashville, Tenn. Incorporators: A. 
F. Anderson, Tom C. Sharp, E. M. Hudgins. 

Deartone Radio Supply Comppany, 5 Laura St., 
Providence, R. L Albert E. Proffitt, prop. 

States Radio Corporation, Wilmington Del., 
$ manufacture radio, -0,000. (Corporation Service 

Co.). 

Realatuff Radio Company, 8815 Lane Avenue, 
Detroit, Mich. 

Weld Square Radio Shop, 46 Weld Square, New 
Bedford, Mass. Frank S. Sousa and R. M. Rus- 
sell. 

Edison Electric Appliance Company Inc., 4123$ 
Stark Street, Portland, Ore. S. G. Stuart, pro- 
prietor. 

CHANGE OF NAME 
The Etna Radio Company, New York, has 

changed its name to Herald Laboratories. 
CAPITAL INCREASE 

Electric Specialty Company, Fairfield, Conn., 
¡2S,000 to ;250,000. 

Coming Events 
The editors of RADIO WORLD will gladly 

publish news items of all contemplated radie 
shows and «positions. Keep us posted by 
mailing full information. 

SECOND NATIONAL RADIO EXPOSITION. 
direction International Trade Exposition Co., 
Chicago, January 13 to 20, inclusive, 1923 George 
A. King director of publicity, 417 South Dearborn 
Street, Chicago, Ill. 

PERMANENT RADIO FAIR FOR BUYERS, 
Hotel Imperial, New York City. Open from 
September, 1922, to May, 1923. 

AMERICAN RADIO EXPOSITION Grand Cen- 
tral Palace, New York City December Z1 to 31. 
Colwell & Korbelf, Fisk Building, New York 
City, directors of publicity. 

SECOND DISTRICT RADIO CONVENTION, 
Hotel Pennsylvania, New York City, March 1. 2, 
and 3, 1923. 

FIRST UNIVERSAL EXPOSITION OF IN- 
VENTIONS AND PATENTS, Grand Central Pal - 

Heard at Radio Counter 
A Conversation Between Customer and 

Radio Clerk 
(Part VII) 

' T HAVE a crystal receiving -set and am anxious 
to know if I can convert this receiver Into a 

set employing a vacuum tube as a detector." 
"Yes, sir. Yee certainly can do so. But tel 

me what method of inductance you are ustsgi 
namely, tuning call, loose -coupler, or vario cou- 
pler." 

"Well, I believe I am using the hose -coupler, 
as it bas a primary and ssomdary. The secondary 
operating in and out of the primary en a brass 
shaft." 

"You are correct M your amuesptlaa that it is 
a loose -coupler. With this loess -coupler you one 
connect up a vacuum tube very nicely." 

"Just what tube would you recommend with 
this boas -coupler?" 

"That Ls a hard qusstkon to answer. Let ram ask 
you Just what vacuum tube you prefer to ieeta 1. 

You know there are two kinder the she.vslt stor- 
age battery tube and the one end eaehalf-veft 
dry -cell tube." 

"What is the difference between these tubes?' 
"The difference is that One tube operates on 

six volts supplied from storage battery; tie 
other tube operates from a single dry -sell het - 
toter 

"What he the effect on each tube to as the 
reception of signals is concerned? 

"Wonderful results have been obtained with 
either of these tubes, the difference being the 
elimination cf the troublesome Stange-battw7 
necessary for the six -volt tuba" 

"Well, on that advice, I geese l'H tab the 
dry -cell tubs." 

"Very well, air. Here you are." 
(To be continued) 

VARIABLE 
CONDENSER 

23 plate Variable Con- 
densers. Genuine brown 
Bakelite ends. Heavy 
Aluminum Plates. All 
brass parts nickel plat- 

ed. Complete with Knob Dial and 
Pointer, $1.75 Cash with order. 

E. J. ROBE 
620 W. Monroe St. CHICAGO, ILL. 

AETACO 
German set, complete with WD -11 tube 
and A t B battery. A special at..115.10 
Federal Phones 14.T0 
Standard Varlometers 11.60 
'B" Batteries, 22 4 volts Ile 
A omelets See ei Charles Freshman Ce. wedelns 
aleMYI le stack. Valable arid -leak and Osseeasa. 

Foredo* mash eut mad drilled te friar 
at leered onces. 

American Electro Technical 
Appliance Co. 

286 Fulton Street (mall orders) 
1 na., º-..rA mr.1, Mawr York Ohm 
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Answers to Readers 
RECENTLY I constructed a one -stage 

radio -frequency and detector set, but 
cannot get as good results or as loud signals 
as when I used a detector and one-step 
(audio). I am not using audio now. What 
is the matter? J. Shack, Brewster Corners, 
New York. 

You do not enclose any data as to just 
what you are using; but you will not get 
any appreciable amount of amplification, if 
any at all, from one step of radio. The 
ideal radio -frequency is a tuned two-step 
radio -frequency detector and from one to 
three steps of audio. Radio -frequency makes 
distance possible mainly by clearing the 
signals up before they are detected. 

* * * 

What is the best type of storage B bat- 
tery for use in a receviing set (Grebe re- 
generative) f Where can it be purchased? 
-O. Christensen, Philadelphia. 

We cannot recommend any specific type 
of storage battery, but suggest that you 
write to storage -battery manufacturers for 
their literature. 

* * * 

What are the W -D 11 tubes? Are they 
as good as the regular radiotrons? Can 
I use these in my set (Porteloop; 3 -step 
radio -frequency, 2 audio) ?-Charles Boukes, 
Muncie, Indiana. 

The Vr-D 11 are now known as the 134 - 
volt tubes. They do not require a storage 
battery for their operation, a single dry -cell 
being sufficient. They are exceptional de- 
tectors and good audio -frequency amplifiers. 
They cannot be used as radio -frequency am- 
plifiers; so, if you intend to utilize them in 
your set you must rewire the filiment cir- 
cuits or else put sufficient resistance in the 
line for detector and amplifier so that not 
more than 11A volts would flow through 
the circuit. 

* * * 
Give me a diagram showing how to hook 

up the following apparatus: Vario -coupler. 
variometer, 43 -plate condenser, 3 tubes, 2 
transformers, A and B batteries. Edwin O. 
Uhlig, Richmond Hill, N. Y. 

If you will refer to the hook-up in RADIO 
WoRLD, No. 32, dated November 4, in "Re- 
ceiver for Amplifying Weak Signals," by 
Horace Beers, you will find a diagram suited 
to your purposes. It will be necessary only 
to place the variometer in the position of 
the coil marked "Tickler," in order to ac- 
commodate your apparatus. It is not neces- 
sary to have three separate B batteries. You 
can connect them together and tap off at 
2254 volts for the detector, the other lead 
of the remaining 45 going to your amplifiers. 

* * * 
I am building the superregenerative set, 

by H. S. Potter, described in Remo WORLD, No. 31, dated October 28. What are the best tubes to use in this circuit? Should I use a detector and amplifier, or two ampli- fiers?-D. Wilkes, Washington, D. C. The regular U -V radiotron are the best tubes to use in this circuit, as it is rather critical. A detector and amplifier are sufficient. 

I have a 180 -degree coupler, primary wound with 60 turns of 22 S. C. C., on the rotor. Could I incorporate this in the 2 - tube superregenerative described by H. S. Potter in RADIO WORLD, No. 31, dated Octo- ber 28. Will an 18 -inch loop work with this set and how many turns will be neces- sary? Will this loop be directionalf-M. 
W. Rowell, East Orange, N. J. 

As this circuit is very critical, it is not 

advisable to change any of the windings to 
anything except explained by Mr. Potter in 
his article. It will be necessary for you to 
rewind the rotor and stator of your coupler. 
Make sure that the outside diameters of 
both are the same as that stated in the 
article otherwise you will not get the results 
that can be had with a set of this type. The 
96 turns are on the rotor. It is very im- 
portant that all instructions regarding the 
construction of any part be followed to the 
minutes degree. If you wind about 10 
turns of wire on this loop, it will work 
satisfactorily. It will probably work on a 
smaller loop; but this is not advisable, as 
then the tuning is sharpened too much. 
When the loop is pointed in a direction, the 
signals will be received best from stations 
directly in the plane of the loop. 

* * * 
Is it necessary to use batteries in con- 

junction with an Aeriola, Jr., crystal set? 
I can't tune between WIZ and WEAF when 
they are on together, like other sets I have 
heard, but hear both at the same time.- 
"Radio," Brooklyn, N. Y. 

A battery would be of no help in a crystal 
set. Your trouble is characteristic of all 
crystal sets. A crystal set cannot tune as 
sharp as a bulb set and, therefore, you are 
able to hear both stations though there is 
a difference in the wave length. 

* * 
I intend to construct a small regenerative 

coupler -set. I understand that I must use 
bakelite tubing, on which to wind my coils, 
for best results. Is this so? I have received 
satisfactory results from my tuner wound 
on a cardboard oatmeal box.-Jerry 'Hecht, 
New York. 

While bakelite is a much better insulator 
than cardboard, it is not necessary to wind 
your coils on bakelite. Ordinarily, cardboard 
tubing shellaced and left to dry so that it 
will not warp or shrink, is sufficient. 
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A good article is always 
imitated! 

Be sure you receive the 
FRESHMAN 

Variable Grid Leak and 
Micon Condenser 

Combined 

Price only $1.00 
3 Points to Remember 

1. It is hermetically sealed in a 
mould to prevent moisture from 
affecting the grid resistance. 

2. It has an unbroken range from 
zero to 5 megohms, allowing 
proper adjustment for maximum 
efficiency of detector. 

3. It contains a tested Micon Con- 
denser of .00025 M. F. 

At your dealers -otherwise send 
purchase price and you will be 
supplied without further charge. 

Manufactured by 

CHAS.FRESHMAN COMPANY, Inc. 
37 Beekman St., New York City 

Radio Silences the Chattering Barber 

(C. Wide. World Photos) 
Leaden has "gene ue one better r' several barber allege to the British asetrupdIs have 
bstatled radio w that their customers may hear what Is going en .in the entsida warp, 
instead of hawing to listen to the chatter el the "teaserid artist." Her, is a ph neinegie 

showing hew a eat is placed. Radio has deemed the talkative barber, it appearst 
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RADIN= BMW MILLS 
617 Bucedmay New York. M. T. 

Do jou Like Clear Tone --Sharp 
and Distinct? If so try 

MARSH'S 
Vernier Variable Condenser 

AT LAST 
Made In Three Styles. Dial Knob 

and Screws Complete. Fully Guaranteed. 

27 -Plate a ia,6f 
23 -Plate a 84.7E 
11 -Plate O $4.36 

Mall orders promptly filled. 

F. P. Marsh, 145 Nicoll St. 
NEW HAVEN, CONN. 

FOR CHRISTMAS 
ssTL. Little Wonder" 

CRYSTAL SET e 
$2.50 UNMOUNTED 

Just the gift for year boy er girl. Seat 
prepaid. Free natale. so request. 
GUARANTEED GaliRS sad 

K. TESTED CRYSTALS Radlocite.... 
R.dI-O-Plat. Panels. All dam cut t. order. 

Holloway Electric Supply Co, Inc. 
aM Third Avenue New York City 

Made 
for All 
Phones 

Ask 
Your 

Dealer 

THEY ARE GOOD LOUR PHONES 
Slip out the metal iliac and slip In the MICA - 
PHONE. Result-Clears. better tone. all noise. 
eliminated. Write for circular. Discounts to 
dealer end Jobbers. MICAPIIONES sell fut. 
Radio Mica Products Co.. 158 E. 43d St.. New York 

TOBACCO HABIT 
HED 

QUICKBANI, SURE, 

S 
LASTING RESULTS 

Tobacco Redeemer banishes the habit com- 
pletely. almost before you know it. An absolutely 
scientific, thoroughly reliable treatment. No 
matter how long the habit, or in what form used, 
you will have no craving for tobacco after you 
take this pleasant, inexpensive treatment. This 
we positively guarantee. Your money returned 
without argument or question if not satisfied. 
Write for free explanatory booklet and proof of 
what Tobacco Redeemer has done for men addicted 
to the tobacco habit. Send post card or letter today. 
Newell Pharmacal Co., Dept. 971 , St. Louis, Ma 

We Want Your Name 
os a postal card. We would like te Set the name 
of every RADIO WORLD reader. u we assent to 
send out a special message to ear readers. It will 
interest you. Be sure to send es your Man e. 
a pestai card and address It GIFT DEPT., RADIO 
WORLD. 1493 Broadway. N. Y. 

Suber- 
year, 

'ß1O WORLD. $6.00 a 
$1.50 three months. 
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PUBLISHED EVERY WEDNESDAY (Dated 
SATURDAY OF BARE WEEK) 
FROM PUBLICATION OFFICE 

1493 BROADWAY. NEW YORK. N. T. 
BY HENNESSY RADIO PUBLICATIONS 

CORPORATION 
ROLAND BURKE.BENNESBT, President 
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M. B. HENNESSY, Vies -President 

FRED B. CLARK. Secretary and Manager 
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proportional rates. 

ADVERTISING RATES% 
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CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS. 
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Entered u second -elms matter, March 19. 1922. 
at the Post Office at New York. New York, under 
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IMPORTANT NOTICE. 
While every minable ear, Is taken to etaM 

correctly matters of fact and opinion In technical 
and general writings covering the radio Reid, and 
every line printed la gone over with a scrupulous 
regard for the facts, the publisher dlaelaims any 
responsibility for statements regarding quaUoö 
of patents. priority of claims, the proper working 
out of technical problems, or other matters that 
nary be erin I ii to goat fol th and on Information 
furnished by tho.e suttu nl to be trustworthy. 
This statement Is male In good fa Ith sod to save 
lime and controversy In msttets user which the 
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The Great Silent Audience 
By Rev. Claude J. Pernin, S.J. 

Loyola University. Chicago 
THE radio broadcaster who has had 

previous platform experience must 
rllange his whole mental outlook. He 
has been accustomed to "feel out" his 
audience. It may he cold, he must rouse 
it; i' may be critical, he must ingratiate 
himself; it may be turbulent, he must 
calm it! it may be sympathetic and "go 
along" with him from the first applause. 

Talking into a microphone is a good 
deal like making an impassioned appeal 
to a wooden Indian-the expended 
energy is all on one side. I imagine that 
as the broadcaster gradually builds up a 

new technique, he will draw powerfully 
on his imagination-and his success will 
be in proportion to his power to vis- 
ualize, just as the success of the speaker 
today lies largely in ability to "sense" 
his audience. 

He will stand in front of that steel 
transmitter in the solitude and tense 
silence of the KYW studio and a 

greater audience than ever gathered in 
the Athenian theatre of Dionysius or in 
the Roman Colosseum or on the hill of 
Tara will form in the prospect of his 
"mind's eye." He will visualize the 
dwellers in the city apartment, the street 
crowd that has drifted into the retailers 
shop, the farmer and his family gathered 
around the evening kerosene lamp in the 
living room, the lonely rancher on the 
western plain, the camping party with 
their outfit set up in the pine forests of 
Canada-did ever the human voice since 
man communicated his ideas to man have 
such an audience as this? 
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Jobbers-Dealers-Agents 
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Jewell Radio Sales Co. 
90 West St. New York City 

Phone Rector 1035 

GITHENS TRUTONE RADIO 
HORN-LOUD SPEAKER 

First one to sell 
on ten day trial 

Money back 
Guarantee 

Retail Price 
$21.00 

Includes 
Loud Speaker 

Tru tone has been pronounced the beet se the market 
by experts. It has a Blear. true tens. leery radio 
fan should try Trutone and coapae It with others 

If YOIt don't find Teuton the bed, your mosey will 
be refuaded. It le cold on a tea -day trial maser -beck 
guarantee. If not carried by your dealer writs us. 

Distributors and Dealers, write! 

AUTO PARTS MFG. CO. 
IRIS Trembly Ave. Detroit, Mich. 

Any single copy of Radio World, be- 

ginning with No. 1, sailed on receipt of 

15 cents postpaid. Any scree issues for 
$1.00. Or send $3.00 for S months (26 num- 
bers) or $6.00 for 1 year (52 number.) aed 
have your subscription start from No. 1. 

Radio World, 1493 Broadway, New York. 
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The Niftiest Short Wave Tuner on the Market 
Only 24.0 a PP on 1 Ib. Send for pamphlet. 

L. W. GOODMAN 
DREXEL HILL, PA. 
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HARVARD RADIO 
LABORATORIES 

Boston 5, Mass. 
Tubs. returned Panel Peet C.O.D. 

FRS 
ALL MOLDED 

UNIVERSAL COMBLNATIONS 
8 Units In s 

F. R. 8. Molded Vsrlumeiere M -d 
F. R. 8. Molded t'.rieroupi.es pass 
F. R. 8. Molded Rank Winding sA.ett 
Bank Windings are Interchangeable for 
direct mounting on either Varlomtar or 
Varloeoupier. 

Universal-Accurate-Interchangeabl. 
A Complete 

Two -Stage Long Range Receiver 

Bet Include. two Federal Transformers 
Condenser- two -molded varlomtere 
molded vnrlocoupler, three V T socket 
filament rheostats, dials. Head 'Em 
binding Poole. switch points: In attrac- 
tive cabinet and drilled panel: 
Complete, ready to hook up. {XY 
A $125 Radio for 40 

F. R. S. Radio Corporation 
4I9 -D F.a.t ion lit. Detroit, Mich. 

Subscribe direct or through your 
news dealer. $6.00 a year, $3.00 six 
months, $1.50 three months. Radio 
World, 1493 Broadway, N. Y. C. 

Broadcast Bill's Radiolays 
By William E. Douglass 

OUR neighbor's son-I call him "Bub" 
-is only five years old, but sharp 

as tacks an' curious too, 'bout some 
things he's been told. Fer instance, he's 
had doubts of late regardin' Santa Claus, 
an' to hie way of fignerin' nur stnries 
have some flaws. He can't come down 
the chimney," Bub sez, "fer it's heaps 
too small; su if there is a Santa Claus he 
comes in the door, that's all." "How can 
Santa visit all the children everywhere r 
I told him that wuz easy 'cause he travels 
through the air. "I wish that I could 
talk to him," Bub sez to me one night; 
an' then I sez, "I reckon we kin fix that 
up all right. "You know he lives away 
up North but maybe 1 kin get old Santa 
Claus to talk to you through this here 
wireless set." I told Bub to come over 
to our house on Saturday. "If we kin 
make connections we'll hear what he has 

"I put the earmuffs on the lad and the 
I nude a show e1 tuasla' with the set." 

to say." I'd noticed in the papers where 
they said that he would speak to all the 
children everywhere by radio this week. 

Next day when Bub came over he sed 
he would like to hear what Santa (if 
there wuz one) had laid out fer him this 
year. I put the earmuffs on the lad an' 
then I made a show of fussin' with the 
set a bit to make it seem as though I 
really had "tuned in" that place that 
nobody kin see where Santa makes all 
his toys-The North Pole Factory. 
When every thing wuz ready an' Bub 
lis'nin' by the set. Saint Nick begun by 
askin' him what all he'd like to get. 

But 'fore young Bub could answer he 
sed "how'd you like to have a sled or 
would you rather have me bring a 'lectrie 
train instead? To every boy who believes 
in nie an' tries to mind his dad. I'll bring 
a lot of presents; but fer any boy that's 
bad, who doesn't help to do the chores 
an' carry in the wood. I'll take his share 
of toys to the ones that have been good." 

When Santa Claus quit talkin' Buz wuz 
quiet as a mouse. This radio's a handy 
thing to have around the house. 
Copyright. 11C.2. [Westinghouse Electrir @ Mcinu- fatunng l'omrany 

Government List of .Amateurs 
Read 

AM:\TEL. R kailio Stations of the 
United States. Edition of June 30, 

1922." is ready for distribution, according 
to the Department of Commerce. Ap- 
plications should he made to the Super- 
intendent of Documents. Government 
Printing; Office. Washington. D. C The 
price is 25 cents. The publication con- 
tains 300 pages and records 15,504 
amateurs licensed up to Juste ;il, 1922. 

SPECIAL OFFER 
Far a l'mtted time arty. 

Parages RA -I0..1188 Grebe CR -a 170 
Paragon DA -I... M Orbe RORZ RI 

Prises F.O.B. Red mask. N. J. 

A. V. GREGORY 
42 Breed Street Red Bank, N. J. 

Condensers 
Finest 23 Plate 

Finest 43 Plate 
$1.00 

$125 

Phones -3000 Ohms $3.52 
Gals with Order 

RADIO ENGINEERING COMPANY 
Fifth Ave. and rgth St., New York City 
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SAVE MONEY 
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Variable Condensers 
Direct from Manufacturers 

Take the mtddleman'e profit and sell- 
ing costa for yourself We sell you di- 
rect. Thee, es lremly steerage Inning. 
ment, made by experienced condemnor 
people are minus the decorati frills 
that add to en. l. l'rlr reduced t rock 
bottom without sacrificing quality In the 
Ieaat gatlefacilon or your money back. 
Write today for very Interesting elr- 
culer 
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Complete Your Radio Library 
Technical Articles Published in Radio World to Date 

APRIL L 
A 500 -Mlle Radiophone employing a 5 -Watt 

Tube, by Frank A. HahaeL 
"Tell Me, Please, How W1U This Bet Re- 

oeive?" by B. L. Bragdoa. 
Shore Cut» In Reserver-Circult Design, by O. 

C. Roos. 
Making a Short -Wave Regenerator. by Trod. 

Chas. Shiest. 
APRIL L 

Do Tow Know Tour Renewing Equipment. by 
James D. Gordon. 

Why a Crystal Is Called a Rectifier, by Wal- 
ter Emmett. 

Is Radiotelephony Dependable? by O. C. Roos. 
Mounting Crystals in Tour Detector, by B. L. 

Breeden. 
Storage Batteries for Radio. by Fred. Aas. 

Ehlert. 
APRIL IL. 

First Principles of BleotHtdty as Applied to 
Radio, by John P. Miles. 

Your Storage Battery, by B. L. Braidea. what Makes Radio Possible. by Edward Lin - 

Ground Connection as Vital as Antenna, by 
Fret Chas. Ehlert. 

APRIL 29. 
Valuable Pointers on Aerial Construction. by 

Edward Linwood. 
What to Meant by Tuning, by B. L. Breeden. 
Radio -Frequency Asap110oaUon and Regene- 

ration, by Frank Armstrong. 
Honey -Comb Coils and Condensers, by Ed- 

ward Linwood. 
Charging the Storage Battery, by B. L. 

Breeden. 
How to Construct the Variocoupler, by Fred- 

erick J. Rumford. 
MAT 6. 

The Advantages of Radio Frequency, by 
Harold 8. Potter. 

How to Constru Protect and Operate a 
Storage Battery, by W. May. 

The Beginner's Camper' by Edward Lie - 
wood. 

Tuning and Wbat Is Meant by It. by Fred. 
Chas. Ehlert. 

New Frequency Amplifier Beat Faintest 
Waves in Strong, by G. W. May. 

MAT Ig. 

Amplifier. by Freical derlok 
T. 

J.Rumforor d. 
Two 

S 
aio 

The Principles of Radlotelegrapby. by Wal- . 

ter J. Howell. 
The Reason for the Loop Aerial, by George 

W. May. 

BnTuudniing 
and What Is Meet By It, by B. L 

The Beginner's Oatssbism, by Edward Lin- 
wood. 

MAT 
The Design of an Amateur Receiving Set, by 

R White. 
The B Battery and the Plate Current, by 

George W. May. 
Radio Terms at a Glanes, by Fred, Chas. 

The Beginner's Catechism. by Edward Lin - 

Tire Undewritera' Rules, by Fred. Chas. 

MAT 27. 
The Beginner's Catechism. by Edward Lin- 

wood. 
to Make Your Own Condenser, by George 

W. May. 
Turin`` u Applied to Telegraphy, by Walter 

J. Howell. 
Why the Condenser Doem't Condense. by B. 

L Breeden. 
Making Signals Lender with Two -Stage Aa- 

pileer, by George W. May. 
JIINI 

The Cost of B le -0. Th Circuit Receiver, by 
Rowell W. Miller. 

The Beginner's Catechism, by Edward Lla- 
wood. 

How to Compute and Build a Fixed Conden- 
ser. B. L. Breeden. 

Design for an Amateur's Receiving Bet, by 
O. White. 

Simple Method of Recharging a Storage Bat- 
tery, by John Grayson. 

JUNi 10. 
Radio Receiver for Short Waves, by George 

W. May. 
How to Filter Atmospheric Conditions, by O. 

The Messenger Boys of Broadcasting, by I. 
L. Breeden. 

Are You a Member of the N. O. D. C.? by B. 
L. Breeden. 

The Beginner's Catechism, by Edward Lin- 
wood. 

How to Construct One- and Two -Elide Tºnfhg 
Coils, by George W. May. 

JUNE 17. 
The Vacuum Bulb's Start In Life, by C. White. 
How to Select the Right Set, by B. L Brag - 

den. 
The Beginner's Catechism, by Edward Lin- 

wood. 

The 7rutk about Lamp -Socket Aerials, by 
Harold R. Hart. 

AUGUST 5. 
How to Construct and Operate the Amiantus 

Superregenerative Circuit. by John Kent 
Using Radio Frequency to Retend Regs, by 

George W. May. 
Things Every Radio Pan Must Knew, W B. 

B . Hawley. 
Revised Radio Dictionary, by Teed Minds' 

Bhlert 
AUGUST 12. 

The Work of the Audio -frequency Transforme. 
by George W. Kay. 

Practical Measurements of Capacity and In- 
ductance. by W. A. Dickson. 

Experimenting with Armstrong Circuit Pro- 
duces Unusual Hook-up, by Dr. O B. Kelly.How 

to secure Perfect Regeneration, by Fred. 
Chas. Eblert. 

AUGUST 19 
How to Build Portable Field Buser, by De 

Witt H. Thompson. 
Using Two Tubes for Receiving, by C. White. 
The Storage Battery as an important Teeter 

In Radio Reception, by Donald Van Wyek. 
The Use of Capacity in a Circuit, by George 

W. May. 
The Beginner's Catechism, by Edward Linwood. 

AUGUST 26 
How to Build Spider -Web Receiver, by 

Frederick J. Rumford. 
My Detector and One -Step Amplifier, by Fred. 

Chas. Ehlert. 
The Beginner's Catechism, by Edward Un - 

wood. 
Hints for Fans, by C. F. Rye. 

SEPTEMBER 2 
Generating C -W for Transmission, by O. 

White. 
Wonders of Radio -Frequency Amplification. by 

H. 8. Potter. 
How to Connect the Electric -Light Socket 

Aerial, by John Kent.. 

Test of Inductance Coils, by Pied. Chas. 
Ehlert. 

Short Waves from a Simple Roulette. by 
Stanley Bryant. 

JUNE 
How to Make Your RadiodCablºets, by W. S. 

Standitord. 
How the Crystal'Detector Is Deed to the Best 

Advantage, by C. J. Williams. 
How to Construct a Long -Wave Regenesa- 

Uve Receiver, by George W. May. 
Tented invention of Major Armstrong Ampli- 

fies Set 100,000 Times, by John Kent. 

Batteryry 

Kent- 
Repairing Cracksbyy 

W 8. s e 
in Hard -Rubber Storage 

The Beginner's Catechism. by Edward Lin- 
wood. 

J ULY 1. 
Novel Unit -Detector and Amplifier. by Fr'ed- 

erick J. Rumford. 
Why You Must Iles a Condenser, by O. J. 

Williams. 
How Wave Lengths Travel, by Fred. mas. 

Ehlert. 
Radio World's Revised Dictionary. by Fred. 

Chas. Ehlert. 
The Beginner's Catechism, by Edward Lin- 

wood. 
Use of the Vacuum Tube Detector, by George 

W. May. 
J ULY & 

Radio's Place In the Phenomena of Nature, 
by B. L. Breeden. 

The Reaction of the Loose Coupler, by Charles 
H. Flails. 

Armstrong's Buperregenerative Amplifier 
Fully Explained, by John Kent. 

Chasatingta 
Transatlantic Station, by Fred. 

Illbler 
The Beginner's Catechism, by Edward Lin- 

wood. 
Reducing Strays and Matto. by Fred. Chas. 

Ehlert 
JULY B. 

Assembling a Detector and Two -Stags Ampli- 
fier, by H. S. Stanford. 

Combined Radio and Audio Pregnenot AmpU- 
nestlon, by C. White. 

The Beginner's Catechism, by Edward Lin- 
wood.Locating 

Your Aerial, by Harold Day. 
Facts for Beginners, by Fred. Chas. Ehlert 

JULY 22. 
When Your "Movies" Come by Radio, by Stan- 

ley Bryant. 
Underlying Principles of the Vacuum TMs., b7 

George W. May. 
Practical V -T Detector Panel, by Frederick J. 

Rumford. 
Revised Radio Dictionary, by Feed Chas. 

E blert. 
The Beginner's Cataebbisse, by Edward Linwood. 
Importance of Aerials to Radiation, by O. 

White. 
JULY 29. 

The Vacuum Tube u a Transmitter, by 
Charles H. Plath. 

My 2G -Kilowatt Tube and its Uses, by Irving 
Langmuir. 

importance of the Capacity Switch, by B. L. 
B 

Practical Circuits for Regenerating Loud Sig- 
nals, by O. S. Kelly. 

SEPTEMBER 9 
Radio Ideas for the Amateur to Test Out 

by Carl Masson. 
How to Make a Practical Wave -Meter, by 

Frederick J. Rumford. 
How to make a Honey -Comb Coil with a Two - 

Stage Amplifier, by Fred. Chas. Ehlert 
Perfect Short -Wave Radio -Frequency Ampli- 

fication, by George W. May. 
SEPTEMBER 16. 

How to Make a Two -Tube Superregensrator, 

bM.Rumford. Frederick 
Methods ofJAmplifying Radio Signala, by B. 

Bradbury. 
Volce Distortion in Vacuum -Tube Receivers.. 

by W. A. Dickson. 
Charging a Battery-from a French Radiofit's 

Point of View, by Marius Thouvals. 
Working Diagrams for Beginners. 

SEPTEMBER 23, 1922 
New V T Hook-up Worth Testing Out, by 

P. P. Metzler. 
New Method for Lighting Filaments, by C. 

00Why the Radio Compass Is the Fighting 
Element of Science, by Ortherus Gordon. 

Complete Table of Symbols Used in Radio 
Reception, by Fred. Chas. Ehlert. 

The Radio Primer by Edward Linwood. 
Complete Method for Building an Electron - 

Tube Detector Unit by Experts of the United 
States Bureau of Standards. 

SEPTEMBER 30, 1922 
Increasing the Wave Lengths of a Receiv- 

ing Set by George W. May. 
The Importance of the Variometer to a Re- 

ceiving Set by Donald Van Wyek. 
Successful Stunts of an Amateur Radio'st, 

by C. F. Rye. 
Employing Jacks with a Two -Stage Ampli- 

fying Receiver, by Fred. Chas. Ehlert. 
OCTOBER 7. 

Superheterodyne Receiver as A4plied to the 
Armstrong Superregenerative Circuit, by Charles 
R Leuta. 

Constructing a Radio -Frequency Regenerator, 
by C. White. 

Why the Open Antenna Is Beet for the Radie 
Listener, by C. D. Wagoner. 

Broadcasting Stations of United States and 
Canada. 

The Radio Primer for the Beginner, by Lynn 
Brooks. 

OCTOBER 14. 
Neat Home -Made Tube Socket, by Gordon S. 

Arthur. 
Veaaela Now Guided Through Fog by New 

System of Radiotelegraphy, by ()therm Gordon. 
What Makes the Receiver Work, by Donald 

Van Dyck. 
Using the Variocoupler in a Short -Wave Re- 

ceiver, by George W. May. 
Regenerative V -T Receiver for Short Waves, 

by Fred. Chas. EbIert. 
OCTOBER 21. 

Important Improvements in Radio Receivers,/ 
by C. White. 

Be Sure of Your Ground Connection, by Fred. 
Chas. Ehlert. 

How Radio Was Installed in Our Home, by 
Hattie Briggs Hartman. 

One -Tube Regenerator Hook-up for Loud Sigs. 
by Harold Day. 

Every Radio Set Has a Reliable Range, by John 
Kent. 

HoraceTT 
of Radio Communication, by 

OCTOBER 2g. 
A simple Super -regenerative Receiver, by Har- 

old S. Potter. 
Vacuum Type of Arrester Safe, by Fred. Chas. 

Ehlert. 
How to Make Your Aerial Function. by Horace 

Beere. 
How to Avoid Interference When a 360 Meter 

and a 400 Meter Station Are Operating Simul- 
taneously, by C. W. Hom. 

NOVEMBER 4 
Receiver for Amplifying Weak Signals, by Hor- 

ace Beers. 
How to Learn the Code, by Ortherus Gordon. Detectors-and How They Work, by Donald 

Van Wyck. 
One of the Most Delicate Parts of a Receiver, 

by George W. May. 
Wave Meter for Amateur Operators, by United 

States Bureau of Standards Expert.. 
NOVEMBER 11 

How to Build a 100 -Meter Concert Receiving Set, by Frederick J. Rumford. 
Wide Field for Experimenting with Aerials, by 

Donald Van Wyck. 
Single -Tube Superregenerative Receiver, by C. 

White. 
Utilizing Ford Spark -Coils for Audio -Frequency 

Transformers, by Ortherus Gordon. 
Why It Is Necessary to Tune In, by Arthur 

G. Shirt. 

Any single copy of Radio World, be- 
ginning with No. 1, mailed on receipt of 
15 cents postpaid. Any seven issues fee 
$1.00. The full 32 numbers seat for $3.75. 
Or send $6.00 for 1 year (52 numbers) and 
have your subscription start from No. 1. 
Radio World, 1403 Broadway, New York 
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Ajar Rocket Rheostat 
A Mia fur widia amateurs and weres- 
damn bare bug been waiting. NKr 
nttaes 

Wring between godine and $2.00 
rhe 

Becton Molded Varlometer 
Iles. Did) 

Tula Warl.mater la made it Satan* Mala- 
tera Repellent Dielectric). having estrum. 
msednial .treosth, will not wary mew 
any circumstances. 

tu 

This 
any ether 

featurele net 

1d..s.rbead a,r1 III Ira. e/$5.25 

Include These Items 
In Your Xmas Gifts! 

THE giver of Pruden Reliable Radio 
specialties is remembered a long 
time. Useful, practical Christmas 

gifts that know no equal to the radio fan. 

The "Pruden" stamp on standard radio parts and 
accessories, denotes an unexcelled quality and 
long-time satisfaction. Money back if not more 
than pleased. 

Just a few Xmas suggestions shown here. 
Write for complete list -free on request. 

This is a Radio Xmas! 

Dealers, write today for our interesting proposition. 

FREDERICK H. PRUDEN INC. 

993 Bergen Ave. Jersey City, N. J. 

Phono -Phan Permanent 
Radio Detector 

The rely Bred radio detester ragirrlissy ne adjustment Used le pia.a of er7atai a name tube anew. Ohm suollmt waltz st sound without dlatortlm. 1beeM1.oq 
er tube noises. Detests telegraph dmYr 
at several thousand miles. Detests Owed - sated mude moue 'Marty than mewl 
tube detester. and rugulree tie aMpitBsa- 
tlon where the Incoming shgnai W man, dent mouth to actuate the emettlw 

Ideal for nee in regenerative dwelte. 
Handsome. substantial. suitable for aa- 

O °nary aéd aagainBtseimp 
radio inclement. 

or faulty operation Idst each.. 

Beetene Potentiometer 
This Potendometer with 8 -Iasi 
Molded Dial. Ns 704. 800 Ohms. $1.50 
'ketone Rheostat -2 -Inch Dial 

ron.uwt lito ra diner b furnished with f -Inch Melded i.iò Dial fer Front PaneL No. 784. IL 

WA M7es eemi leres eets leffl effl ebffl ÌÌit 
RADIO UP TO A STANDARD 

BUT DOWN TO A PRICE FOR 30 DAYS 
Fer these prices mention RADIO WORLD. AU Roods new, In original. packages. 

SISO.00 Sieb. O. R. 8. 160 t. 8800 meters 6110.00 $86.00 Teske Detester Set $25.00 
132.00 Westlnlbeese R. O. 04.64 I 34.00 De Forest Detester Set 21.80 
112.11+ DI Forest M. R. 8 34.00 36.00 De First 2 -Stase Amplllsr 21.80 
26.11, Federal 1. Set. eeapNb with phseaa 12.50 125.00 O.a.rai Eltatrl. 2 -shy. Amplifier 00.80 

TUSKS 
TMss-U. V. 200 $4.00 Navy V. T. 

U. V. 201 
Navy V. T. 1 

PHONES 
Baldwin Type C 
Baldwin, single 
Helm, Cabal 
Murdoek 3000 ohm........ 
Warded( 3000 ohm. single 
Murdock 2000 ohm 
Murdock 2000 ohm. *Ingle 
Brandes 
Federal 2200 ohm 
Federal 3000 ohm 
Western Electric 
French Bruaett. 4000 ohm 

010.00 
5.00 
5.50 
4.30 
2.00 
3.80 
1.50 
6.00 
5.50 
7.50 
7.50 
7.75 

VARIABLE CONDENSERS 
23 Plate Vernier 55.25 
43 Plate Vernier 5.75 
.001 Balanced Vernier.... 0.00 
.0005 Balanced Vernier.... 4.80 
.0008 Balanced Vernier.... 5.20 
.0015 Belated D.Feret.. 0.00 
.0005 Balanced Deforest.. 4.50 
.001 Balanced D.Ferst... 4.75 
23 Plate Moulded Ends.... 1.25 
23 Plate Plain I.00 

VARIOCOUPLERS 
eeldrte 84.50 
All Ranee 4.00 
All Wave 7.80 

0.40 
4.75 
3.50 

Atwater -Kent 
Eme* 
Tusca 

2 87.50 
5.08 W. D. 11 6.60 
5.50 U. V. 202 7.00 

BATTERY CHARGERS 
WestiMbeta 2 Amp 015.00 entailers. llano) 0 Amp -22.00 

RHEOSTATS 
ladle Corp. 2.40 Rea.75 
Star 

Ise 
.40 

Cuthrdoeh Hammer 
.80 76 

Parale. 1.20 

POTENTIOMETERS 
Radio Own $1.50 
Paragon 1.50 
Graphite 1.20 
Anew 1.15 

LOUD SPEAKERS 
Magus= H.. 
DIsteeraph 
Artemis 
Western Ebree 
Baldwin Claephsee 

VARIOMETERS 

$81.00 
6.50 

14.86 
17.60 

140.01 
17.50 

Pate 83.50 Ewe 
4.00 

Atwater -Kent 0.40 

TRANSFORMERS 
U. V. 712 06.60 
A.m. 3.76 

FederaAtwal 
-Kest 

5.25 

n 30ye all .0 
Marie 

... 175 
RADIO FREQUENCY 

TRANSFORMERS 
U. V. 1714 $7.60 
U. V. 1714 5.60 
Radio S.Ms. 4.75 
Baldwin 2.25 
Anne 4.00 

DIALS 
4 -In. Tait 01.00 
3-iá. RRadi.. .51 
8-1e. Paths .50 

SOCKETS 
Parana 80.60 Terra 
Denim« .34 

Triple 1.50 
W. D. 1 I .40 

FederwIJACKS 
and PLUS"' 

Sua grip 80 .i0 Firth. single ,35 
Firth, double .60 

Reliable merchandise that, then price. We will refund, et any time, for Radio material purchased from um which I. not up to standard and as represented. 
No Checks. No C. O. D. Add Parcel Poet. Reference: Radio World. 

,41"y 
RADIO Eft SPMENT MFG. CO S.d. me.- ISIS JEROME AVE. NEW YORE. N. V. 

Look 
Spider Web Inductance 

and Discs 
that give the wonderful re- 
sults as described in Radio 
Age. 
inductance wound complete..$218 
Dino Only .65 
Diagram for connection» free with order. 

We are manufacturers of Stor- 
age Batteries for Radio A and B 
circuit. 

WRITE FOR PRICES 
International Battery Co. 

112 Louis Street, N. W. 
Grand Rapids, Mich. 

577 MYRTLE AVENUE Phone Prospect 2952-8168 BROOKLYN, N. Y. 

Radio World 1 Year (52 Numha rel- á6.B0 
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RADIO PANELS 
Hldh dleleetrls redde..». 

8":24" 8L00 
8":24" 1.55 

12"z24" 1.75 
MaufauMsre speelsi Uses ssllelted. 

Agents wanted. 
PAGESON COMPANY 

Bag es, MereMate Stealea. St. Leal*. Me. 

Radio Makes Flying Safer 
Bureau of Standards Developing New 

Type of Altimeter to Be Used in 
Conjunction With Radio 

AMODERN airplane is fairly safe so 
long as the pilot can see the 

ground; but with the ground hidden by 
mist it is in a very dangerous predic- 

vAe REAL CABINET LOUD SPEAKER _. 

NOT JUST THE USUAL HORN ENCLOSED IN A CABINET 

Beautiful -Cowed -TONE COMPARABLE ONLY TO THE 

FINEST CABINET PHONOGRAPHS 

Meuse adds so mw to weeyleses saleyst d two -,bee wt u s high -Ends 
ead l asuker We wake a esaelet Ilse-ef the blown Mau ssa.Wetlsa thrseeh- 
set eln Wm Mad robbed Iraisis.. SPIROLAS ere Men» add Bader near/ bade 
...mittr.. to Neal la voleae od far scrims as seem and tees say .r b twlee 

bBPIROLA DUPLEX-far u.. alite say headset SEPARATE 
TOilE CHAMBER FOR EACH PHONE. alladaatlsg Interfere,» 
bstweaa ehassa. Satl. Nash SIsle. Wakened fttNea. (Medal 

Oak (DO) r aahsusy (DM) Saleh breezed threat sad fttlegs 34.8$ 
SPIROLA SIMPLEX-fes ass eelti Baldwin r ether ..lt. Blade (88). e.k (80) 

aN sake guy (SW) Mink. ea. prises as DUPLEX. 
SPIROLA CONCERT-entente with bellt-In.alt and sued. OM (CO) sad as- 

MEuy (CM) Saw, breezed eaat 112.50 
At dealers er esetNld (C. O. D. If preferred) 

L H. DONNELL MFB. CO.. DEPT 8, BOX 75. ANN ARBOR, MICH. 

3.85 

THE \ NEAT AND CON- 
VENIENT DESK FOR 
YOUR RECEIVING 

SET 
It has a closed lower compartment with 
removable panel for batteries, rectifier, 
etc. 
A mounting board for switches and wir- 
ing. 
The front half of top is hinged and has 
a large compartment underneath for 
lu'ad phones, tester, programmes, etc. 
It is all closed, yet easily accessible. No 
d. .ors or drawers in the way and enough 
room to sit up comfortably and operate. 
Size of top 22x36 in. Height 31 in. 
Made of Birch in Walnut or Mahogany 
rubbed finish at $18.00. Or of solid 
Oak in Golden or Silver Gray finish at 
$18.00 each. 
Shipped direct from the factory upon 
receipt of price. 
Specify freight or express. Proposition 
to dealers. 

WM. THIES & SON, Huntingburg, Ind. 
Manufacturers of Telephone Cabinets since 1502. 

YOUR NEWSDEALER 
will deliver RADIO WORLD to your home. la order to be eure d getting RADIO WORLD regularly. 
and of not missing a single issue, we suggest that you either subscribe direct or through your Bowe - 
dealer at $1.15 a year (i2 ioeuss), $3.11 sis menthe, and $1.80 three months. Or instruct your newsdealer 
to deliver RADIO WORLD regularly to your home each week. Dealers will take standing orders and 
make deliveries of Asper whenever requ estsd. Radio World, 1413 Broadway, New York. 

FILL OUT AND MAIL NOW 
SUBSCRIPTION BLANK 

RADIO WORLD 
RADIO WORLD 

Please und nag RADIO WORLD for 

Tard find enclosed $ 
S UBSCRIPTION RATES: 
S ingle Copy I .15 

Thew Monüe I 50 

Sta Months 3 of 
One Year (52 leanes) 8.00 
Add 11.00 s ' Pm-etge 
and Caned 

1493 Broadway, New York City. 

months, for which 

ament, the De1artment of Commerce 
points out in relation to a new airplane 
altimeter being developed by the Bureau 
of Standards. 

It cannot stay up in the air indefinitely, 
and when it tries to land it is quite likely 
to come in sight of the ground so quickly 
that there is no time to turn. Moreover, 
the pilot, out of sight of earth, has no 
way of telling where he is. He knows 
his own speed with relation to the air, 
but cannot tell the direction or velocity 
of the wind which may be an appreciable 
fraction of his own speed. 

Recent inventions have done much to 
eliminate this hazard. Pilots of the 
United States Mail Service now make 
regular trips in all sorts of weather and 
land safely at their destinations. 

Chief of these is the radio compass. 
With this device it is possible for the 
pilot to tell the direction of any station 
sending signals and to steer towards it. 
He has thus eliminated the danger of 
getting lost; and so long as there is a 
space of clear air under the clouds, he 
can get down safely. However, when 
the earth is blanketed in fog, the pilot 
must know not only his direction but also 
his altitude relative to the landing field. 
For these he must rely on his altimeter. 
Now, an altimeter is nothing more than 
an aneroid barometer with a scale in 
altitudes. Like any other barometer, it 
changes not only with the altitude but 
with the weather as well, and it gets these 
elements inextricably mixed. A change 
in weather may change its readings by 
an amount corresponding to a hundred 
feet or more in altitude. 

This difficulty is largely eliminated in 
airplanes equipped with radio by a new 
altimeter being developed at the Bureau 
of Standards. This instrument has the 
usual fixed scale, and it also has a mov- 
able scale, the zero of which can be set 
at any point of the fixed scale. In ap- 
proaching a landing field, the pilot gets, 
by radio the barometer reading at the 
field and sets the zero on his movable 
scale to that reading on the fixed scale. 
His altimeter will then tell him accurately 
how high he is above the landing field 
and will enable him to get down safely 
even in a fairly thick fog. 

When airplanes become more numer- 
ous, it will not even be necessary for 
the pilot to have a radio-sendifig station 
on board in order to take advantage of 
these inventions. The radio compass 
itself is merely a special form of receiv- 
ing set but little heavier than an amateur 
set; and this can be used for getting the 
barometer reading which could be broad- 
cast at regular intervals. 

To the Man with an Idea 
I offer a comprehensive, experi- 
enced, efficient service for him 
prompt, legal protection, and the 
development of his proposition. 

Send sketch or model and descrip 
lion, (or advice as to cost, search 
through prior United States patents. 
etc. Preliminary advice gladly 
furnished without charge. 

My experience and familiarity with 
various arts frequently enable me 
to accurately advise clients as to 
probable patentability before they 
go to any expense. 

Booklet tf valuable Information, and f..rm 
for properly disrlrsing your Idea, (rep ea 
rwiutst Write today. 

RICHARD R.ÓWFN,petent lawyer 
32 Owen Building, Washinernn D C 

7278p Woolworth Bldg., New York City 
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CHRISTMAS 
OFFER 

SEND $3.60 
Cash or Money Order Only, sad we will 

postpaid a e! atl7 wita MONEY -BACK G ARAN- 
erthat they ere as geed In work...ehe 

mid atatu ial and se Mud and dear ea any 
ä0.0O.11.10 Phi mad*. 

SYKES MFG. COMPANY 
Is SPRINGFIELD AVENUE 

NEWARK, N. J. 

Xmas Specials 
Master Baldwin headsets tt 
Acme Transformers 
General Radio Transformers 3.11 

.11 Murdock phones, 3,000 ohms 
43 -Plate condensers, good quality La 
23 -Plate condensers, good quality 1.1111 

Zeta R. F. transformers 
(high point 360) 

43 -Plate vernier condensers, with knob 
4.111and dial 

23 -Plate vernier condensers, with knob 
145 and dial 

.Os 
Genuine Bakelite sockets 
Federal Jr. Set with Federal Ames. 14.11 

Aerie» Jr. Set with Brandies phe..s 1 IS 

Acmestau LSO 

SPECIAL OFFER 
With every pair of Federal 
headsets at $5.11 we will give 
FREE a good quality rheostat 

Ne .bis r C. O. D. Messy wer or .Mb wNb 

ever. Mall weer .ah. Mrebueee flew 
maim day ardor Is mnimed. 

S. A. Marchfelds Raise Shop 
Ill Wart 117th Street. New York Qty 

And They All World 
Radio World Reader Tries Out Every 

Hook -Up Published in These Pages 
EDITOR, RADIO Woa1.o:-I have experi- 

mented with the hook-up published in 

RADIO WORLD No. 35, dated November 25, 

under the heading, "DX Hook-ups for the 
Novice," and have had wonderful success 
with it, bringing in stations that I could not 
get with a three -circuit regenerative set. I 

had some trouble at first to make it oscil- 
late; but, by mistake, I put a 23 -plate con- 
denser in the antennae circuit and was sur- 
prised how easily it then oscillated over the 
entire range of the variometer. I always 
try out every hook-up published in RADIO 

WORLD, as I have found, from experience, 
that they are all hook-ups that work. There- 
fore, it is more fun to know that you are 
going to get results from them. 

Yours for a DX Christmas. -William 
Buxton, Laredo, Texas. 

P. S. -Maybe this will help out some of 
the fellows that have had the same trouble 
as I did with the above circuit -W. B. 

At Your Service! 
ere appeared in RADiO WORLD, dated 

April 1, 13. and 29, the following articles: 
April 1-A S00-11ide Radiophone Bm e 

a S.Watt Tube, by Frank A. Flabsel. eR 

Me, Please. How Will This Set Receive?"by 
E. L. Bragdon. Short Cuts in ReceiverCir- 

cuit Design, by O. C. Roos. Making a Short - 

Wave Regenerator, by Fred. Chas. Chlore 
April 1S -First Principles of Blecriolty N 

Applied to Radio, by John P. Miler. 
Your 

Storage Battery, by E. L. Beggar». What 

Makes RadioPoice, byEdward woo 
Ground Connectio as 

Chas. Elden. Pointers d 
April Z!-ValusEhle Linwood. What la 

Coe - 

stns. -time, 
Tuning,y L Brandon. Radio- 

cb millib7 E. 
Fytanenc Amphpttesn and Regeneration, by 

Frank Armstrong. HoneyComb Code and Coe - 

denser., by Edward Breeden. hargigw 
the 

Storage Battery, by, E. 
Construct the Variocoupler, by Frederick L 

Rumford.hsent on receipt of 110. per espy, 

or 
Each copy 

es for 4Sc.: or better still. 

send your 
three copies 

beginning with 
theseeur 

snbscnption begi R any 
thte 

paper 
a p of 

for Si issue, andeeyou 
wed will 

these have 
¡ a plete fila for ready and content reffer-- 

eeas. RADIO WORLD, 143 Broadway. Haw 

yeó. 

An Inexpensive Panel 
WHEN a beginner is planning a set, 

frequently he figures up and de- 
cides to postpone the task another week; or 
else he asks dad if he won't give "a couple 
more." 

One of the ways to save some money when 
building a set is not to use a bakelite panel. 
If it is not necessary that the panel be black 
and shiny, use a piece of good dry hardwood 
which has been soaked in boiling paraffin. 

Place the wood in the paraffin until the 
little bubbles cease. Take it out and let it 
drip for a while, then immerse it again. If 
no more bubbles appear, the paraffin has 
soaked into the wood and it may be used 
without fear of either warping or becoming 
moisture soaked. 

Ideal Radio Night 
MOONLIGHT has no appreciable 

effect upon radio transmission or 
reception in the northern section of the 
country, says "The Times," New York, 
but operators who have sailed through the 
tropics say that the moon has a tendency 
to weaken radio signals in the southern 
climes. The effect is more noticeable in 

connection with spark signals. Fog gen- 
erally weakens the strength of radio in 

that the air and objects enveloped by the 
fog are damp. The dampness makes 
them better conductors of electricity and 
causes them to absorb the radio impulses. 
The ideal night for established long-dis- 
tance radio records is the one having 
the cold, clear atmosphere of winter, just 
after a storm with its low hanging clouds 
has cleared the air. 

RAD1PHONO 
ADAPTER 

$2.00 S er. is an dteteet am- 
aeleal way le um year 
iambi. rdlwt. inonwlel, 
se. sa a .ran.l.rfui 

ataMr la nmtrusted 
molded renlralt I., It 

eliminate. mean» and dis- 
torted neon. dlusrantead 

te be eattatastary r aa. y refunded. 
7 It year dealer carnet d uti 81.41 mel 

we Mil mail Ms te P.m& Pod leVe 1 d - 

Industrial Rains Engineering Cs. 

471 Bread Street. Nwsek. N. 1. 

Phone, Market 11ír.:' 

PRICES SMASHED! 
Owing te teener ta tame et bashams We ere 

announce erssu. redueti.n In ear quality tutee 
Bend card fer cement* Rat et ord 

nuns teer Roovoidm dapped withlow- tat 
in 
maple 

beers after remet el order. Owens re- 
turnable fur rebate fir mimosa Tus BMW mom 
be plemedl 

TWO STAGE AMPLIFIER PARTS 
Mobsat Sleds Maters& 

Peed. sabati.s Tall W. DMNIM....81.7a 02.71 
OTan d recta 12.111 

I1.54 2 N 
2 Transformers..30 0I 
2 lushest Res batats Ose ea.... 1.34 2.5 
2 Tube meets. sew bet.. 43e ea N 1.74 
2 Tebs slbst breetets Ile es.. .20 .N 
14 binding s, aNh. Plat. 24 .41 .14 
12 ft. of feat maelieal tubbed 4e. .N .N 
16 Net abler raawtla0 wee .30 .1Ó 1i I lit btueraatrowinges s edits 

212.45 421.45 
Remo anther eowleme are: 04 ó^y'stsru*, slow 46.51 4S. 
Weser, EMetrw. 22011 .bac 5.25 12.N 
Odurlar Tubes, Comie/bam, New 4.05 5.00 

Radin Parta llaaafaetarlag Company 
II PARK PLACE DETROIT. MICNIOAN 

VARIOCOUPLERS 65c 
W 1tli »erg see e.ft w MU Wee a bni-e/ ter NAM 
the vrierwfr trlth w sahs. wtdi Moos re eaten 
with geed melts fer roe.IvW from 2N m ON Mien 

SOMETHING NEW 
4 -WAY TILIPRONI PLUG 

Takes the llama 2 lange and a lush-11-lS 

AU ecke priem N November Woes N RADIO 
WORLD ore good reed Zeaas. Pe.taWe wet 

toe.be 
Whetted WWI order. ecks ousel wild. 

arcAa+w awe awee have Owns earlIAd. 
AU goods are ahfp/»d P. P. feared. 

RADIO DISTRIBUTING f& 

AUTO SUPPLY COMPANY 
64 West Salk Street, New Ybok CW 

Phone Colombo' 04tH 
Bneaserle Aimee ,newer 

etb er nth avenue L 

Attention!_Fans and Amateurs ! 
Remember the beginner le looking bee 

Mesa. 
We feted to print In eke pmer. mob 

weakties, pictured tnlormatloe and emcee 
U yes 

have found a newer oei 

vales to radie 
rabeteam ter way el 

doing anything, don't keep the escret 
bet ten it to your thousands of brother 
fans. 

load M a photograph of your set with 
or without acmeopauyieg diagram» mad 

meeaeremeat State whether you irate 
is the picture yourself. or not, and with- 
out say expee» whatsoever to you we 

lei° rate an engraving and publish it. 
Be sure to write your tame an addr'« 
plainly on photograph 

Seed in your pieties at once, or M_yen 
have not made a set or done anything 
else in making radio material. tel the 
boy next door all about this offer. 

Have you beat year owe receiver? 

Are you experimenting with any par 
licslar hook ap t 

Art you improving your sett 
Are you doing any interesting construe 

tire work in radio? 

Why loot share tAfa kwewisg+ with yon r 
ahoasoade N brother fuse who read 
RADIO WORLD every week? 

We want pictures of receiving sets with 

descriptions of how you overcame rouse 

ilätculty. or of any additional part or snit 
that you have added to obtain better 
results. These are the things that, prob- 

ably, the other fellow is looking ter. Send 
in your information: pictures or what 
ever you have done to improve the art. 

Address Technical 14ter 

RADIO WORLD. 1493 Broadway. New York City. N. Y. 
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DO YOU WANT TO BUY, SELL OR EXCHANGE RADIO OR OTHER GOODS? TRY THIS 
DEPARTMENT AT i. A WORD 

RADIO WORLD'S QUICK -ACTION CLASSIFIED ADS 
This department is intended for everybody who wants quick action on short announcements covering the buying, sedise 

exchanging or general merchandising in the radio field. Readers of RADIO WORLD will find that it pays to read these cols 
every week. Advertisers will get a ten-day service here-that is, copy received for this department will appear in RADIO WORLD 
pa the news-stands ten days after copy reaches us. 

The rete for this RADIO WORLD QUICK -ACTION CLASSIFIED AD. DEPT. is 5c. per word (minimum of 10 word 
ifsdudin(f address), 10% discount for 4 consecutive insertions, 15% for 13 consecutive insertions (3months). Changes will be lade 
le standing classified ads. if copy is received at this office ten days before publication. RADIO WORLD CO., 1493 Broadway, 
IL Y. C. (Phone, Bryant 4796). 

PATENTS-Eleotsical eues a specialty. Pee- 
wee charges. B. P. Ihshborne, Registered Pa 
Lawyer, M6 Meal ag.. Waahiagtos, D. Get Bag.. 

MILLER AUDiO FREQUENCY transformer 
iminates howling. Entirely satisfactory on three 
Magee. Price $5.M postpaid anywhere in U. S 
RADIO SALES CO., Box 1144, Bethlehem, Pa. 

SILVER MIRRORS --PLATING OUTFITS FUR- 
NISHED-Stop daily `rind. Plans free. Estab- 
lished 18M CLARENCE SPRINKLE, Dept. 9, 
Marion, Indiana. 

EXCHANGE JOLLY D$TERESTINS UST- I!»through our club. Stamp appreciated. 
Batty Les, Ina, 4254 Broadway, New York City. 

DIALS, 3 -inch, genuine hard rubber. raised or 
depressed scale, white or gilt lettering. Drilled 
for lá and % inch shafts. 60c. each 3 for $1.30, 

stamps. No sta. RADIO SALES CO., Box 
1144, Bethlehem, Pa. 

i EWI AND 0Od1S1P OF THE STAG¡--.SAenRd, 
Ea r 

t 
espy heEW YORE 

atrical weekly. p/A0 the great illustratedI7i 
00 six months $1.00 three menthe. ew 

York Star Co., 14993 Broadway, N. Y. 

A VALUABLE RADIO LIBRARY-The special 
srtldes in back numbers of RADIO WORLD 
bum April 1 to date, make an invaluable library 
M information and reference for everybody la - 
*tweeted in radio. Single copies 15e each. Any 
raven numbers for $1.00. The entire thirty-seven 
*embers to date for $4.25. Our haw of Oct. il 
centaine a list of articles published up to that 
date. Sent on receipt of 15e. RADIO WORLD, 
2!s. Broadway, New York. 

RADIO FANS: Have yon read of the won- 
derful new all -wave Radio Frequency Ampp!iro 
invented by Doctor Miller of the Naval Radi. 
Research Laboratory, Bureau of Standards. Wash - 

D. CI We manufacture this devise 
under license. May be added to your present 
set, giving wonderful results on distant station.. 
er may be made op into loop receiver sets with 
entreme range end beautifully clear reception. 
for home or- automobile nee. Besides being the 
beet amplifier on the market, the Miller covers 
all waves at equal efficiency. Price, 46,$0 per 

Losorl AnD the is Call. 
Coast Radio, Inc., El Monte, 

PATENTS 
Protect your (.vendes today. Write for 1923 

Illustrated Book Free. Radio, Electrical. Chemi- 
cal aancd Mechanical experrt11 

Wil ºs. 
Over 30 years' ex- 

to18 

B Iddrng 
c. 

Dest 
established 1191 by A. 

. (Secó worst s 

MEN Supersensitive tested CryssaL Ne 
Dosser teat necessary. If not satisfactory, return 
crystal and money will be refunded with tsai6nä 
charges. Mounted, 50c.; unmount 46c. peeiu 
Prices to dealers. Win. Hefner,72S New St., 
Camden, New Jersey. 

FREE APPARATUS FOR SECURING SUB- 
SCJLITTIONS FOR "RADIO." Write 

ptoday 
for mood as list . premium. 

Pacific Bldg., uSann 
Frtmciseo, CaL 

LOUD SPEAKER FOR ANY CRYSTAL SET. 
Hear music over entire hones. Emily, con- 
structed by amateurs. Eliminates Battery. la- 
structieu complete. 25e. Catalegne Frey 
resentativee wanted. STEINMETZ WIREL11A4S 
MFG. CO.. FASTEND, PITISBURGS. PA. 

WE NEED RADO. WORLD, dated April 22 
sad August S. Ii you have copies you don't re- 
quire, mail to this office and current issues will 
be sent you for them. RADIO WORLD, 1490 
Broadway, New York. 

EXCHANGE LETTERS with Mends everywhere. 
Pleasant pastime. information for stamp. Smith, 
Box 3125, M. Pertisad, Ore 

OLD MONEY WANTED --4200 to $500.00 EACH 
paid for hundreds of Old and Odd Coins. KKeepp 
all old money. Send 10 cents for New illustrated 
Coin Value Hooy 4xá You 

CASH.ma Clarke Coin Company,have n coins. Get plated. We pay 
Company, Ave. $3, Le Roy, N. Y. 

WE WANT YOUR NAME-On a postal card. 
We would like to get the name of every RADIO 
WORLD reader, as we expect to send eut a 
special message that will interest you. Be sure 
to send us your name on a postal card and ad- 
dress it, GIFT DEPT., RADIO WORLD, 14993 
Broadway, New York. 

HAVE YOU SEEN IT7 My enumal, taay I. 
lustrated radio catalog is complete. yes 
money. N. E. Matey, Spring Coeve, laves 

VACUUM TUBES repaired ressmady. factionlads 
Blrcct, 621 

guaranteed 
r, Toledo. 0.notLiag 

sn Vsw 
M I, 1 

A WORD TO THE WiSE 
RADIO WORLD No. 30, dated Oct. 21, pub- 

lished my hook-up, and amateurs were aston- 
ished as to results obtained. Those using this 
hookup cannot afford to be without its latest 
improvements. Those desiring a set SECOND 
TO NONE and one having unlimited receiving 
range should not overlook this opportunity. line 
dreds report hearing stations over 1,500 miles 
distant on single tube. COMPLETE INFOR- 
MATION AND BLUE PRINT, $.60 (no stamps). 
Write W. Miller, Box 222, Southern Methodist 
University, Dallas, Texas. 

MEMORIZE WIRELESS CODE by this 3 -hour 
home etude. course. Price, $1.00. Sent in ad- 
vance of price, upon request. Corydon G. Snyder, 
1161 So. Ridgeland Ave., Oak Park, 111 

RADIO PARTS-Low prices. Write for luta. 
Geneva Radio 32 Grant St., Geneva, Ohio 

1 .001 Variable 
CO,Condenser, 

43 plate, $2.50; 1 Pads 
Crystal Detector, $1.25; 1 Clappp Eastham, Met 
H.R. Detector, $28.00, new; 1 Magnavox, $him. 
new. Ben Beeker, Oakford, IiL 

FOR SALE-ClappEastham HR tuners mai 
HZ amplifiers, Thirty Dollars each. Cash viti 
order. Brand new. original cartons. WIRELESS. 
Box 353, Calais, Maine. 

DID YOU GET THE XMAS RADIO BIOg1Dl 
This was our attractive issue of December 9. 

Mailed on receipt of 15c.. stamps or coin-or rob 
scribe and have your subscription begin with 

XMAS number. RIO WORLD, 1410 Breeden 
New York. 

FOR SALE-No. A-1 Gorton Engraviag /La- 
chine and set of Radio letters, in good cooditisa 
Will sell cheap or trade for radio grupplissi. L t 
Ritter, 414 Deaderick St., Nashville,- Teem. 

TWO PAGES of 11 hook -raps of gist value to 

RADIO WORLD readers appeared is oar isitses 
of Oct. 21 and ?8. Both copies seat on receipt 
of 30c. in stamps or coin, or start your snb 
acription with Oct. 21 number. RADIO WORLD, 
1493 Broadway, New York. 

Claims Radio Saved City 
ADIO saved Atlanta from destruc- 
tion,"" declares William B. Cody, 

chief of the Fire Department of Atlanta, 
Georgia, commenting on the latest ac- 
complishment of radio in rising to an 
important emergency. 

Fire broke out in a block of retail 
stores in the city's chief shopping dis- 
trict, a few hundred yards from the At- 
lanta "Journal" building. It gained great 
headway before it was discovered, and 
threatened the entire business section of 
the city. 

Lambdin Kay, radio director for the 
"Journal," was conducting the paper's 
regular late -evening program. He sent 
ont a bulletin on the fire and followed 
with other announcements of its progress. 

From all parts of the city firemen who 
were off duty for the night rushed to 

AMERICAN ELECTRO PHONE CO., Inc. 
in FIFTH AVENUE, NEW YORK CITY 

DISTRIBUTORS 
Full Une of 

Nationally Known Radio Beta 
And Aceewsorles 

Discounts - and den;era. 

join their companies battling the blaze. 
They had heard Mr. Kay's broadcast an- 
nouncement of the seriousness of the fire 
and rushed to the conflagration. Their 

quick appearance helped to check the 

flames. 
"Radio saved Atlanta," says 

Cody. 
Chief 

What Shall I Give HER For Christmas 
The biggest treat eery meson o1 rs tnemewt, who ie 
most partioutor about her appearance, tan haus is 

Les Etoils Skin Food $1.33 
L -Are -Ea -Gel ideal 
Lastitiº31-23 nos Powder (four 

Rouge Superlative 00 Jeelu ark 
Marvelous 

S(1 

eksas wasnle e remover 
and cleanser. 

Amber Royal Perfume 1400 es Lash Grower 41.00 

$llie 

Mme. Anita Kanti's 
Christmas Beauty Boa 

Mme. Ranti's wonderful preparations have Mee 
the favorite for years and used by the Mann 
beauties of both Parie and New York. 

Among Mme. Eanti's personal clients em M 
named the reigning stage and screen stars. 

ABSOLUTE SATISFACTION GUARANTEED 

This 'mere amerta.e.t 9n 

be.eHf.l Christmas so: will $ 1 
O 

MME.ANITA K ¡ 1 
be delivered prepaid open 

o[ 

Any individual article in this assortment mailed on receipt Of price in plain :crater 
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ran 
especial 10 fi Tins 

A flavor 
that makes 
you smack 
your lips! 

Ridgways Tea is a man's drink-a beneficial cheery bever- 
age that has the flavor and the body which red-blooded 
men enjoy. 

Also sold in I lb., '/ lb. and 1/41b. TINS 

A Generous Sample will be sent on request. Address: Ridgways, Inc., 
Department K, 60 Warren St., New York. 

idgrco ayis 

GOLD MEDAL San Francisco 1915 GRAND PRIZE San Diego 1916 
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GIVE HIM A BOOK AS A HOLIDAY GIFT 

NEW RADIO BOOKS 
Telling How to Operate a Radio Set-How to Build a Set-Principles of 

Vacuum Tubes and Other Radio Problems 

Ra io Hook -Ups 
Br M. B. SLEEPER 

A book that gives you not only clear dia- 
grams for all kinds of telephone and tele- 
graph receiving and transmitting sets, but 
simple descriptions of each circuit shown 
and spaces for notes of results obtained. 

PRICE 75e. 

Construction of New TypeTrans- 
atlantic Receiving Sets 

By M. B. SLEEPER 

There is a peculiar fascination about re- 
ceiving radio messages from the high - 
power stations of England, France, Ger- 
many, Russia and Italy, as well as those 
located in the Pacific Ocean and the Orien- 
tal countries. Several types of simple re- 
ceiving sets for this purpose are described, 
with detectors and amplifiers to accompany 
them. Suggestions are also given for oper- 
ating relays and reproducing the signals on 
a phonograph. Schedules of operating time 
for high-powered stations are given. In 
addition, there is some valuable data on 
homemade wavemeters for testing and ex- 
perimenting PRICE 75c. 

Wireless Telegraphy and Tele- 
phony Simply Explained 

By ALFRED P. MORGAN 

One of the most complete and comprehen- 
sive treatises on the subject ever published. 
A study of its pages will enable one to 
master all the details of the wireless trans- 
mission of messages. The author explains 
in simple language the theory and pract ce 
of wireless telegraphy and telephony. 154 
pages, 156 engravings PRICE $1.51 

M 

Design Data for RadioTransmitters 
and Receivers 

By M. B. SLEEPER 
The only book that gives tables and data 
for designing, receiving and transmitting 
apparatus so that you need no knowledge 
of mathematics. Its the first book be- 
ginner buys after he has learned the use of 
his phone receiver PRICE 75e. 

Construction of Radiophone and 
Telegraph Receivers for Beginners 

By M. B. SLEEPER 
The man who wants to feel the real tri'l 
of accomplishment. and who is not satisfied 
in the merely making use of what others 
have done for him, builds hie own radio 
apparatus. Radio men can follow the data 
in "Radio Phone and Telegraph Receivers" 
with full confidence, because each piece of 
apparatus described was first made, tested 
and found efficient before the final design 
was accepted. Special receivers, both crys- 
tal and audion, are shown m detail. Regen. 
erative circuits as well as audio and radio 
frequency amplifiers are described with 
clear photos, diagrams, and working draw- 
ings prepared especially for the novice and 
the man who wants to receive the radio 
telephone broadcast. A special feature is 
the phonograph type radio set and the loud 
speaker. Fully illustrated PRICE 7Se. 

The Radio Experimenter's Hand- 
book 

By M. B. SLEEPER 
Throughout the preparation of this book, 
one purpose was kept in mind-Answer the 
Practical Questions of the "Novice,'" of the 
"Beginner," and the more advanced 'Stu- 
dent." This book will help in the selection 
or construction of simple apparatus for the 
transmission and reception of radio tele- 
graph and telephone signals. In the chap- 
ters on radio receivers the simplest crystal, 
the simple suction. and the regenerative 
types are described in quite some detaiL 
The question of antennas, both for trans- 
mitting and receiving, are taken up. A good 
many helpful suggestions are given which 
will be of considerable aid to the experi- 
menter. 16 chapters. Fully illustrated. 

PRICE 11.114 

The A B C of Vacuum Tubes 
¡Used in Radio Reception 

By E. H. LEWIS 

Assoc. Is R. F. and Radio Inetrtseter 
Written particularly for the person who 
"knows nothing about radio" but who 
would like to gain an understanding of 
the elementary principles of operation of 
vacuum tubes and various circuits is 
which they are used for the reception of 
radio -telegraph signals and radio -telephone 
music and speech. Illustrated.. PRICE SLIM 

How to Make Commercial Type 
Radio Apparatus 
By M. B. SLEEPER 

This book describes in detail many com- 
mercial types of spark and vacuum tube 
telephone transmitting and telegraph and 
phone receiving equipment of all kinds. 
The experimenter will be able to get 
world of ideas for the design and construc- 
tion of his next piece of radio equipment 
from the very clear descriptions and the SB 

clearly illustrated figures PRICE 75e. 

Experimental Wireless Stations 
By P. E. EDELMAN 

Tells how to make apparatus to not only 
hear all telephoned and telegraphed radio 
messages. but also how to make simple 
equipment that works for transmission over 
reasonable long distances. Then there is 
a host of new information included. The 
first and only book to give you all the 
recent important radio improvements. some 
of which have never before been published. 
392 pages, 167 illustrations PRICE $3.N 

"'Any of These Books Sent Prepaid on Receipt of Price. 
The 9 Books for $10.00, to One or Different Addresses. 

ADDRESS THE COLUMBIA PRINT 
ROOM 326, NO. 1493 BROADWAY, NEW YORK 


